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; Intellectual improvement arises from leisure’ —SAMUEL JOHNSON 
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Why housekeeping gets “lighter” all the time 

“...Woman’s work is never done.” Yes, today’s housewife enjoys new leisure, new freedom y. 

True enough. But today’s homemaker — aided by her from drudgery . . . thanks to better materials. 

modern refrigerator, range, water heater, vacuum cleaner Producing these better materials and many others—for 

and other appliances finds more time for family and for the use of science and industry and the benefit of mankind 

leisure. —is the work of the people of UNION CARBIDE. 

And what helps these “automatic servants” operate so x x x 

dependably? Better materials for one thing. FREE: You are invited to send for the illustrated booklet, “Products 
Maveriale on the insid the se vorkine ts of and Processes,” which describes the ways in which industry uses 
Materials! On The! Inside=—The: Unseen: WOTKING, Parts: o UCC's Alloys, Chemicals, Carbons, Gases and Plastics. 

houschold standbys. Such as alloy steels, new plastics. car- 

bon brushes in motors ... lighter, more compact materials 

that make appliances stand up longer and handle with ease. | N I oO N Ca R B I D i 

Materials, too, that you can see...as those stainless steel 
ae . oe 3 

surfaces so easy to clean. Or the chemicals in more enduring AND CARBON CORPORATION 

waxes and polishes, varnishes and plastic finishes. 30 EAST W2ND STREET [I NEW yorK 17, N. Y. 

ee Products of Divisions and Units includ e— ALL 

LInDE OxYGEN + PREsT-O-LITE ACETYLENE + PyROFAX Gas + BAKELITE, KRENE, VINYON, AND VINYLITE PLASTICS 

NATIONAL CARBONS + EVEREADY FLASHLIGHTS AND BATTERIES + ACHESON ELECTRODES 

PRESTONE AND TREK ANTI-FREEZES *¢ ELECTROMET ALLoys AND METALS + HAYNES STELLITE ALLOYS + SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS



| gs / —e eo 
_ mm iy / i rti‘cee Surface Conjecto-Fired GAS “~% 
| porucuasd o —. }©=—ti—CS wey Furnace used for a variety of 

| 7. | |. 7 heat-treating operations includ- 
. no - | oo ing Malleableizing, Pack Carburizing, 

‘lp en b per mmmrminn _ Annealing in a temperature range 

| 7a ae = Ei |) from 600° F. to 1800” F. 

| ee (oe 

pl ‘ _ “ee . 2 —. 

FURNACE PERFORMS L <_  - - 

MULTIPLE HEAT-TREATING FUNCTIONS “<_< % Oo ‘\ ae 

UNDER VARIED CONDITIONS =< wT 

In modern heat-treating, adaptability of equipment and — wagon an 
flexibility of fuel are primary influences in any cost-per- Tam seraive: 7600" E. 
piece analysis. As a typical example of the flexibility of Time Cycles 36 hours 
the productive flames of GAS, this Conjecto-Fired GAS settee es s* 
Furnace is used for a variety of operations without any y 4 — ao 
change other than regulation of the fuel-mix and tem- Lo £4 —Cl 
perature controls. j , 4. : » 

Atwood Vacuum Machine Company, Rockford, IIli- _ 7 a 
nois, is equipped to heat-treat pieces ranging from 1 a a 
ounce to 1000 pounds, in volume up to 15,000 pounds . - A ag 
daily. Their modern Gas-fired Equipment is adapted for a ~S _ y quip P _ 228 
annealing, carburizing, drawing, hardening, normaliz- =O 4 -.. - 
ing, malleableizing, stress relieving, under rigid metal- “Se 
lurgical specifications. PACK CARBURIZING—Brake Trunnions | 

: . co. ee Material: Hot rolled SAE 1010 

Experienced heat-treating specialists like Atwood Temperatures jes0" 8 
Vacuum Machine Company use GAS because this Cases ae 
flexible, controllable, rapid-heating fuel is so readily Net charge: 1500 Ibs. 
adaptable to all types of processing at any! required rr ‘ 
temperature. The productive flames of GAS are so ce dx ‘ ~~ S 
flexible that they can be used for any production-line Ad’ \ o mS 
heating operation, under the most exacting conditions. L . be ON 

i , >. Sy 
AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION ° . \ ! 
420 LEXINGTON AVENUE + NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK % 

i by 

WORE AND MORE... “ i 
| Data and Photos by SURFACE iP MALLEABLEIZING—tratler Jack Screws COMBUSTION CORPORA- Pao riateriale Malleable Iron 

TION, Toledo, Obio, Manu- a aa Temperature: 1750° E. 
facturers of Gas Heat-Treating Pacemace Time Cycle: 72 hours 
equipment il lic Net charge: 10,000 Ibs. 
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- : a 2 lr” Developing high-voltage betatrons that look 7am 
et os se CU ss. deep into steel for hidden flaws . . . turbines that . 

( i - - utilize the tornado force of expanding gases... a 
; eee / induction heaters and other electronic equip- 4 

: ; F ment... this is challenging work of absorbing 4 c Ce ging 
© interest. This is the work of Allis-Chalmers. 

re rl Power generation, mining, processing, hy- | 
: _ draulics—A-C’s wide diversity in all fields offers 

rs young engineers unmatched opportunities to de- 
-r— velop special talents, achieve success! 

|. ee =€\, q |. +». - / 

wr INVESTIGATE 
Write for Book No. 6085, 
outlining A-C's Graduate 

rN ERS a CHALMERS Training Course, 
: c Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., ONE OF .THE BIG 3 IN ELECTRIC POWER EQUIPMENT— Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 

BIGGEST OF ALL IN RANGE OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS! 
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Working in a Dow physical research laboratory, this young 
man is operating a machine to test plastic materials. 

Plasti ing field for th hnici astics—a growing field for the young technician 

Ip C . 4 s ATs rr 
Interest in the use of plastics grows apace. Products in great G £2) 
variety for the revived consumer's market show their influence s ip lA 
—their special utilitarian value—their ready adaptability oh \ ee) || 
to ideas in design—their distinctive beauty. EAN AAS 

" = ® SS j - 
Plastic materials are custom made in the laboratory for modern SSN h 
living. Dow chemists have developed many new plastics 
among which is Styron, a material that rose to a leading place Nan | . 
during the war years. It is a remarkable combination of Wh ITI 
brilliant beauty and properties of a strictly utilitarian nature. Me 
Today, Styron is in demand for products that range from RY 
toys and costume jewelry to batteries and automobile parts. 4 
Many top-rate refrigerator makers use it in ice compartment KN yy LA 
doors, shelves and other parts. ee a... 

Other Dow plastics are: Saran for colorful fabrics that can ‘ _ <i —. o 1 
be cleaned with a damp cloth, non-rusting window screen or <i yo 
corrosion-resistant pipe and tubing; Saran Film and Ethocel = i 
Sheeting for better packaging; and Ethocel for durable molded - 
products. 

Development, testing and production of these plastic materials ys ‘ ; 
are carried on by technical men with special training. It is eves _ ii * : 
a great and growing field for young men who can turn their eae : 
college training in this direction. CHEMICALS INDISPENSABLE 4 

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN = TO INDUSTRY AND AGRICULTURE | 
New York * Boston © Philadelphia * Washington « Cleveland + Detroit E ee 
Chicago ¢ St. Louis * Houston © San Francisco + Los Angeles + Seattle Ce tioned nna acini el lhl Saas Ca ay ce i leet 
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There’s a future for yo 

oy 
Z wd 

i = -: «C&O BER ‘| bm \ Gan a 
Today, research is one of the most ~2=_¥ 2-"=~ —=Cti(aUia;C hf y \ ‘ p 

important of engineering functions. ~ _ LS fo in ~ a a 

The field is broad and of absorbing interest. In ,% 4 _ u a xX ‘ aay \e aa 

the Westinghouse Research Laboratories, entire ee | | | NS NSE 4a. |. ' 

departments are devoted to research in the follow- ee ss = fae | jo A 

ing fields: Chemistry, Metallurgy, Mechanics, eC ay ,. aie if a 

Electrophysics, Electromechanics, Electronics, 7 ee ( > oe 177 gf og 

Magnetics, Insulation. : r y 4 pot — = SS “wa 

The opportunities offered to engineering gradu- a aa Ad De, 

ates lie in two spheres of activity: Z ‘ = : — Vy ‘ Ee a 

Pure Research—investigation of physical laws | aoe ne « i eae: 

: . : ee ie ok BT OS \ 
with the aim of extending purely scientific knowl- et a ie ae “ 

cdge, without the specific practical application se + go eS ay \ a - 

of that knowledge in mind. : a ~ —€ | hg L 

oo 73 LC. i i Se 

Applied Research—solution of specific manu- ~ " 

facturing problems, development of new appa- MS iy 

ratus, discovery of new and better materials for poo Avy —— 

: . EW [ a el 
which there is a need. G-10018 ‘4— LS 

Here are opportunities Venited gay eh m | 

only by your own imagination La | To obtain copy of “Finding Your Place in Industry,” consult 

and ability. To learn more : , the Placement Officer of your university, or mail this coupon to: 

about these and the many other 2 2A| = The District Educational Coordinator 

‘ties at Westi A sMestinghouse Electric Corporation 
opportunities at Westinghouse, get or 20 N. Wacker Drive, P.O. Box B, Zone 90 \ 
your copy of the booklet, “Finding cl Chicago 6, Illinois 

Your Place in Industry”. 4 See a 
° pe Name 

e College ——_________Course____________—_. 

estinghnouse | ve: 
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES... OFFICES EVERYWHERE | City State. 
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U. S. Forest Products Laboratory 

The imposing Forest Products Laboratory is maintained at 
Madison by the U.S. Department of Agriculture in coopera- 
tion with the University of Wisconsin. Research is conducted 
at the “Lab” on subjects ranging from heat transfer through 
woods, to low-pressure molding plastics based on wood-waste 
products. Some of the most elaborate testing laboratories spe- 
cifically devoted to wood studies are to be found within these 
walls. The basement of the building contains “cold rooms” 
for determining the behavior of materials under closely con- 
trolled temperature-and-humidity conditions. Forest products 
industries all over the world have benefited from research 
conducted here. | 

ssa 4 6 
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WOOD--- 
e e e l 

an engineering materia 
by Robert Hacker e’49 

-—Photographs courtesy Forest Products Laboratory 

Edited from a paper prepared by L. J. Markwardt and Although this method is still comparatively new, it has 

presented as the Edgar Marburg Lecture at the annual already won wide acclaim. It has cut seasoning losses in 

meeting of the American Society for Testing Materials some large timbers down to less than 54/. The losses 

in 1943. Mr. Markwardt has been in engineering research formerly ran from 40 to 60%. Not only have these losses 

at the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory at Madison for been cut, but the drying time has also been decreased. 

nearly thirty years. At the Laboratory he is in charge of Douglas fir timbers, 6 by 16 inches in cross-scction, that 

the Division of Timber Mechanics. —R. H. require a year or more to air season can be satisfactorily 

—_— chemically seasoned with urea in 34 days. 

Vy ose was among the first structural materials in the a a 

primitive world; yet significantly, it still maintains aaa ee SS) fs as iis 

an indispensable place in the modern age. Although today aad eS € a ] Td aa SS 

most products are thought of as being made of steel, — ] a a os 

aluminum, and other metals, there is required to make - . , 4 j Vif em 

these modern machines, buildings, and implements a larger a \ a ri . 

quantity and greater variety of wood than ever before. es PDS eS AE Uae 

In 1942 in the United States alone there was an annual = oe he yo S ‘ 

lumber production of over 32 billion board feet. This is > 4 3 if [ey Le oS 

enough wood to lay a mat, | inch thick and 240 feet wide, we 2 J. ie] Es ante 

completely around the world at the equator. ae ll UN Nila ee ae 

Wood users of the world have a wide choice of species, i i a ge cert: a ee * 

each of which exhibits, at least in some degree, properties ‘ Wi, MO ett. 5 ae ~ aS Yi 

or characteristics that are individual to itself. Around y | aati in A  \ | 

the particular properties of certain of these woods has 2. Lemar ll ie ¥ i i se 

developed a utility and demand for specific uses which has : | ees : as c 

created a substantial world commerce. Laminated wood arch construction provides attrac- 
The living tree contains great quantities of water that tive buildings with large unobstructed floor areas. 

must be removed before the lumber, into which it is cut, is 

ready for building a home or for many of its other uses. One of the most important recent innovations in the 

Improved kilns for rapid seasoning of lumber have been lumber field was the use of timber connectors. These were 

developed, but in all the common seasoning methods, introduced into the United States in 1930, and their possi- 

such as air drying and kiln drying, the wood dries from bilities were quickly recognized. Connectors are devices 

the outside in, and care must be taken to avoid serious used in conjunction with bolts to increase the efficiency 

checking, which is the principal cause of seasoning losses. of joints in wood members. The split-ring type fits into 

Newest of the drying methods, known as chemical season- pre-cut grooves; the alligator type is passed into the wood 

ing, reverses the process by causing the wood to dry from between the members to be joined; other types fit into 

the interior to the exterior. The green wood may either bored. recesses. Whatever the type, they all serve to re- 

be soaked in a chemical solution or dry chemical may be  inforce the joint by providing effective shear resistance 

applied to its surface. In either instance, the wood is in between the members. Modern metal connectors have 

contact with the chemical for a sufficient length of time been used in a great variety of structures and structural 

to permit diffusion of the chemical into the outer zone members. These include timber trusses of 200 foot span, 

of the wood surface. The chemical solution lowers the such as were used in buildings of the Golden Gate Inter- 

vapor pressure at the surface, while the normal vapor pres- national Exposition; timber bridges of various kinds; 

sure of the moisture at the center of the piece is main- and radio and forest lookout towers. 

tained. Thus moisture moves from the interior to the During the recent war the Navy found itself short of 

surface of the timber in response to this vapor pressure long oak timbers. It was necessary to provide a substitute. 

gradient, without the necessity of the normal moisture An adequate one was found in laminated construction. 

gradient. 
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This refers to two or more layers of wood glued together Important Glues 
with the grain of all layers approximately parallel. The Perhaps no single factor has been more responsible for al single faci S laminations may vary as to species, number, size, shape, he si e 7 : field of mod p d 
and thickness. The properties of laminated members are ane signiteance advaucetin dhe Geld oF anedexs woor.<got. : : : truction than the development in glues and gluing tech- essentially the same as those of solid wood, but laminated a Most of th hte fall int ° one of Hoan = ook . . ue. ae) e s fa ° members, if well constructed, are usually more uniform in te h - in ol blood-albumi 8 1 
strength properties and less apt to change shape with lesieas “They ate: the casein glues, blondialbumiin glues, ner) Propere ‘i P 8 and synthetic-resin glues. The basic constituent of the variations in moisture content. . : ; . 5 : ‘A tecont development in timber structures is the use of C#S¢# class of glues is the dried casein of milk. It is com- 
laminated memb = made in straight or curved form b bined with alkalies or alkali-producing chemicals which, m members . : : . af te d and { 8 faved. beard ith y when mixed with water, dissolve the casein. The addition ned and properly surfaced boards w : ; oatmenenicenae glue. A “ptincipal application is the con- of lime or other materials causes the glue to set and later 

. : : retain a part of its strength, even when saturated with struction of wood roof arches which have greater strength ter P Bray 
Z water. and efficiency and better appearance than were previously . : . possible Previous to the development of the synthetic-resin glues, 

the blood-albumins were the most water-resistant and 
A ig SLO aoe Pa A. durable of the woodworking glues. Blood-albumin glues ry 2 r Se ee SF 

. 2 a i, vis Awe Vs ee A are formulated by the user, usually from dried animal 
ee /; “G / q Ae sae, ¢. ve) blood. The most water-resistant glues of this type are a as) f nl bs . pe . : * . . 40 pe KS Le y Se Ve combination of blood and formaldehyde. Hot pressing is 
2ST SOLA AY aoe ‘ necessary, however, to develop their full strength. CS Kae a es ic-resi i \ le ADs heed es ye Pe Ne Se The synthetic-resin glues may be classified as thermo- Yi, AES Se I wk <P anal 5 . : & fi r i Be A $ Y be eas, * Ss setting or thermoplastic. The resins of the thermoplastic 

ed i oN ries wa ioe aS MS class are those that soften whenever the tem erature Is 2 a be S y KP Woes Pi pA en Pal ad : an i raised above the softening range that is characteristic of 
> ee ad Ge RK each particular type of resin. A thermoplastic resin must ha a View Sirs oe © 

sori LC arc) FA) oe ate ee hin in: be first heated and then cooled under pressure in using Zi r We biped o ‘, ‘ < HAY Is limi ON a yao as ver it as an adhesive. In the resins that belong to the thermo- if Ee we, el Cae : j A . . Smee, a, Mibiai oa setting class once the condensation reaction which is 
SG camer ame ooo een a a hastened by heating is completed no subsequent softening 

tat ra ei, é kit Lilere MeCrniteay feiss Ke + occurs even though the temperature is increased. 
Gi : Skee sagan oc i 

: fea Ng EG oom eae a. hye eee Ta, . 
Multi-ply Wood 

The timber trusses used for blimp hangars are 
a striking example of connector construction. An important product of the wood industry is plywood. 

A composite construction, in which a creosoted timber 1B Blvwobdithe oxthoteopik smcuee: of wood ix tumttier : diversified by a reorientation of the material. Plywood base is overlaid with a lightly reinforced concrete mat, has : f " binati h ” b fully employed in bridge decks and for other  COnSiStS of a combination of three or more sheets of veneer, 
howe dence Hewes Bon genre ears Pacis eeiattelaneslyea® with the grain of alternate plies usually at right angles. 
keys are employed to vee sdeausts bond ee the two As compared with solid wood, the chief advantages of 

lywood are an equalization of strength properties alon: materials. Advantages are that joist and stringer systems on L th and a fe of ai 1 ee Bee ‘ ei 
are not required, and that the timber base, which can be dite nt nee On ES Panels: greater: esiatance! to simply iid provides dirs. weegatesil tensile engi, and checking and splitting, and less change in dimensions with 

, changes in moisture content. during construction serves effectively in facilitating the 8 . semainde? SE the work Aside from the use of wood and plywood in a more 

A form of structural unit gaining favor is the so-called or less natural form, five other types of products should 
“rigid frame.” This consists essentially of a wood frame be considered as engineering materials: (1) resin-impreg- 
covered with a sheet material, usually plywood. The sheet nated wood (compressed or not); (2) wood plastic; (3) material may be nailed to the frame or may be bonded laminated paper plastic; (4) heat-stabilized compressed 

with casein water-resistant glue. Casein glue has the ad- wood; and (5) insulation and building board. 
vantage that it can be applied cold and that it does not When wood is impregnated with synthetic resin and 
need to be applied immediately after mixing. After the subjected to heat, new properties are imparted to the | 
application of the glue, the cover is nailed to the frame. material. This is due to the fact that the resin-forming | The principal function of the nails in this case is to apply materials enter the cell-wall structure and become chemi- 
suitable pressure while the glue sets. Obviously, the stress cally combined throughout the cell wall. By this treat- 
analysis of rigid frames is complicated. So far, but little ment the product is made highly resistant to swelling and | 
research has been done to demonstrate their strength and shrinking. Also, this treatment gives a marked improve- 
rigidity and to develop design methods. (continued on page 24) 
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Ls is wonderful. 1. Is there available employment in your country for 

World War II wreaked widespread destruction in the following classes of engineers? 

- all those nations who played the role of battlefield or a) Electric Power 

bomb target. Homes, railroads, plants, power installa- b) Communications and Electronics 
8 P P 

tions, communication lines, mines, all went up in smoke c) Mechanical 

and millions of the trained minds and muscles, which d) Civil 

might have gone into their reconstruction, were destroyed e) Chemical 

with them. Thousands of students are now crowded into f) Mining and Metallurgy 

the overtaxed facilities of American engineering colleges. 2. Is there available employment for people inter- 

Every four months, a large number of them complete ested in research in any of the above fields? 

their four-year grind and seek some place to apply that : : 

absorbed “know how,” as well as to achieve practical ex- 3. If such employment is available, . 

perience in their respective fields. a) What are the minimum experience require- 

2 

One plus one equals two. mentst . . . 

The above facts add up to an inescapable conclusion. b) Are engineers, who have just completed their 

Why not take a job in some foreign country, gain experi- schooling, eligible? . 

ence, and have a hand in the reconstruction of a war-torn c) What is the relative salary range for engi- 

world? neers in the above groupings? (American 

In the past four months, the Wisconsin Engineer has dollars.) .. ich 

sought the answer to that seemingly simple question by d) How does the cost of ‘ving compare “wit 

surveying the representatives of fifty-eight countries. that in the United States? , 

In order that the reader understand the answers re- e) What arrangements are made for the fami- 

ceived from a cross-section of the responses of the foreign lies of the above engineers? . . 

representatives, the questionnaire sent out by the Wis- f) Are there aay: Hichieoe involved in obtain- 

consin Engineer is reproduced below. ing work visas? 
g) Are the travel costs covered by your govern- 

Gentlemen: ment or other prospective employers? 

The Wisconsin Engineer, undergraduate engineering We would also appreciate any published material or 

college magazine at the University of Wisconsin, is en- pictures and cuts, depicting the technical reconstruction 

deavoring to compile a series of articles on opportunities now being carried on in your country and the life of the 

for American engineers abroad. people, 

We would, therefore, appreciate response to the follow- Very truly yours, 

ing questions at your earliest convenience. Gerald Estrin 
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In general, the results of the survey fell into the follow- Iceland....."... there is a sufficient number of Ice- 
ing categories: landic engineers available...” 

A—Fourteen countries were definite in their respomsé China.....%... contrary to the general impression, the 
that there is no available employment for foreign Chinese Government is not making an: organized 
engineers. attempt to recruit engineers .. . 

B—Eight countries indicated some possibility of em- “... for various complicated reasons, we have not 
ployment. been able to carry out the reconstruction program as 

C—Thirty-six countries showed by either not answer- planned.” 
ing or by indicating their inability to answer the Switzerland .... . “For our own purposes, we already questions that there is no great need for foreign have too many, so that we have to send our own 
technical personnel in those places. engineers to foreign countries.” 

D—Our State Department also indicated a deplorable Siam....."... it is the policy of the Siamese govern. 
lack of information along these lines. ment to employ Siamese nationals as far as it is prac- In toto, the Engineer received 37 responses to the survey. ticable.” 

It is of some interest, in attempting to understand the Luxembourg........ there are no openings for for- 
reasons for this state of affairs to quote a sampling of the eigners in Luxembourg. Tourists are welcome . . . 
letters in the above categories. but the economic situation of the country following 
ie OO ae pint devastation of the northern agricultural regions dur- a. i — cas : i ing the Battle of the Bulge, does not encourage for- se... | @ orn nee or re ah oo eign workers.” 

x SSeS eu Bez Hence, there are a few points that make our logic il- aT is ow Me ee logical. Italy, Norway, and Luxembourg truly require po ree sd a ‘ & oe reconstruction, but these same countries have not the a, “ae YS e@ ee strength to really tackle the job. China is still in the ; ee LE “ — a throes of civil war, and guided by an apparently ineffi- 
BD s Je Z 5 SSG cient government. Brazil and Mexico retain in their stat- te Ze , = AC a utes the deep-seated resentment of the “Yankee Dollar,” * 
NS a 2 Os ] aN ae that seems to be widespread “south of the border.” Bs os Teenon o rt Po ES NS age GROUP B ... JOBS 
ie d 1 a sae Of the eight countries who indicated some possibility bes ae Sie, — of employment, many showed some “catch” that made 

es F LE Pe their offer leave the class of the golden opportunity of ee ait o ISrSsseost ee the century. 
Poses: eS ene oe Sweden. .... “Engineers and engineering students de- he Yee. wae aad oe siring trainee employment in Sweden are advised to 

A sarmpleeitieibner secsivedviarane write, in duplicate (their emphasis . . . Ed.) to the 
swer to the Engincer’s questionnaire. American-Scandinavian Foundation, giving full par- 

ticulars about themselves and particulars as to what 
GROUP A... NO JOBS kind of position they wish. In the field of Electric 

Power, there might be opportunities at the ‘ASEA’ in Brazil . . . . . “Foreign lawyers, engineers, doctors, and Vasteras, the equivalent of the ‘General Electric 
dentists cannot practice in Brazil, unless they become Company’ of the United States.” 
Brazilian citizens and revalidate their diplomas. A “For Americans, who have no knowledge of the 
permanence of 10 years in the country is required for Swedish language, it would be almost necessary 

citizenship.” to start working as a laborer or workman. For 
Mexico ..... “Present Mexican labor regulations pro- trainees, about $70-$85 (wages . . . Ed.) per 

hibit the employment of foreigners in Mexico, in any month. In purchasing power this would corre- 
field, except where a Mexican citizen... . . cannot spond to some $100-$110 in the U. S. Trainees 
fill a specialized or technical job that may be urgently must pay their own travel expenses.” | needed.” Syria..... “Available employment exists on a very small | « . scale for engineers as specified in your classifications Italy ....."..., I regret to inform you that the present ‘a’ to ‘d’ Salaries vary from $700 to $1,000 monthly 
situation does not even permit the employment of When the government engages a foreign engineer, it 
Tralian technicians and engineers.” usually takes care of providing all facilities for his | 

Norway .....“... there is no available employment, family,” 
for the time being, for foreign engineers in Norway.” (continued on page 28) 
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Meet Your Department Head 

Prof. H. A. Peterson 
by William M. Haas °49 

“Curiosity is a potent motivator,” remarked Professor attaining that objective. Another aid to attainment of 

H. A. Peterson, as he explained his early interest in elec- that objective is to further strengthen the course offerings 

tricity. The Chairman of the Department of Electrical and opportunities at the Graduate level. His philosophy, 

Engineering was referring to his interest in crystal radios built around these ideas, plus the prospects of a new 

when he was in high school. To satisfy this curiosity, he building, should permit continued advancement. The de- 

enrolled in the electrical engineering course at the Uni- partment is adding new courses and hopes to add to the 

versity of Iowa. Basic subjects were essentially the same staff so as to be in a better position to meet the student 

then as now, but the advanced studies were undergoing a load requirements and to promote progress towards achiev- 

change at that time. Operational circuit analysis, now ex- ing these goals. 

tended to a great variety of engineering problems, was 

just being introduced. Television had become of some y 

general interest, and Iowans were learning about it by 

using mechanical disk type apparatus. ‘ ; 

That was in the lush year of 1928 when students were ’ . = 

sure of placement upon graduation. Then came ’29, and : oe 

the picture was changed. It was almost impossible for . a 

engineering graduates to get jobs (as it was for anyone). | a 4 

Many engineers eventually found employment in other - r 

lines, “just to get by until...” But these men became so _.. 4 _— | 

established in other fields that when the demand for engi- ‘ or | eee / 

neers again developed, they found that it was too late to De ye ee a 

go back to the profession they had studied for in school. ted eo 

Under these circumstances, Professor Peterson felt very 2 ha 

fortunate when he was granted a research assistantship |» ae r 2 

upon graduation in 1932. Therefore, he stayed at Iowa to —-— 

investigate the output time lag of the photo-electric cell. ss & 

He received his Master of Science degree in 1933, and Wim. Eg 

began work toward a doctorate, but left school in 1934 to 2 —o 4 a 

accept a position with General Electric. re » 

His first assignment was testing oil burning furnaces. : i. a8 * Be 

Then he was transferred to the electrical research section _— ee A 

of the Pittsfield Works laboratory, where he did testing : _. ‘- ie 

and’ developmental work for two and a half years. His Gee ee Bee: : 

objective was the more efficient use of insulation. In May 

of 1937 he went to the Analytical Division of the Central Referring again to the changes that fifteen years have 

Station Engineering Divisions at Schenectady, where he brought about, Professor Peterson believes that the present 

was engaged in electrical engineering application and con- opportunities for the engineer are now much greater in 

sulting work for large utilities. The work of this division scope, not merely because of improved economic condi- 

was to apply analytical tools to engineering problems. It tions, but mostly as a result of the great expansion of the 

was here that Professor Peterson helped design, build, engineering field itself. Today society recognizes the im- 

and use analytical machines. portance of the engineering profession more than at any 

In September of 1946 he came to the University of time in the past. As a result, engineers currently command 

Wisconsin, and a year later was appointed Chairman of a high prestige that implies a responsibility to society 

the Electrical Engineering Department. He strongly feels greater than ever before. The engineer has a great oppor- 

that the tie between industry and education should be tunity in helping to meet this challenge successfully. It is 

strengthened, and advocates that more time and encour. well for him to bear this in mind as he proceeds methodi- 

agement be given to departmental research as a means of cally with his solutions of technical problems. 

JANUARY, 1948 
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MECHANICAL design is the field of engineering in in the executive field the chief engineer must appraise which ideas are translated into physical form. AU) new designs and design policies and must direct the entire branches of engineering, whether mechanical, electrical, research or development program towards obtaining the or chemical, and all the various phases, such as research, solution to important design problems. 
development, or production depend upon design for the In order to consider mechanical design as a career in execution of engineering projects. In most cases the rela- engineering it is necessary to analyze the function of the tive success of a project hinges upon the ingenuity and design engineer in modern industry. While there is great judgment of the engineer who is responsible for the me- variation between the practices of the various branches chanical design. Thus design ability is a valuable asset to of industry, the entire pattern is gradually changing. De- an engineer in any field, and this ability may represent the sign is slowly receiving the recognition to which it is difference between a successful engineer and a mediocre entitled. Industrial corporations cannot afford to tool up engineer. and manufacture a model which will fail in service and 

A discussion of design in general covers a tremendously alienate the customer. Neither can they afford to spend broad subject. Relatively few engineers are engaged spe- the time and money which is consumed in blind make-and- 
cifically in design, but on the other hand practically all break procedure. The design must be right, and it must men who enter engineering work are continually associ- be evolved as scientifically as possible. A perspective of ated with design problems, either directly or indirectly. the entire machine design picture can be obtained by : For instance, test engineers in most cases obtain data re- _ briefly reviewing the history of design from the early days garding the performance or strength of a machine or of the steam engine to the present. machine part primarily for transmission to the design de- Machine design years ago was the science of designing | partment. Engineers who specialize in theoretical or mathe- machines on the basis of a few fundamental theoretical | matical analysis are usually assigned design problems and and empirical equations. In practice this science was calculations. Electrical or chemical engineers are often tempered with considerable intuition, experience, and with | faced with the problem of constructing special laboratory a generous factor of safety. Often much of the actual de- equipment for research projects. One of the main func- signing was done by draftsmen with little or no knowledge tions of metallurgical engineers in industry is that of sup- of stress analysis. Machines in general were heavy and plying the design department with information regarding slow. The problem of fatigue failure was in its infancy. the properties of materials with which it is working. Even Safety, although important, did not assume the propor- 

tions that it does today when the cost of a mechanical 
‘ail = failure on an automobile, airplane, or high speed train 
- og may be measured in many human lives. A further-factor 

al was the comparatively limited production which did not 
: justify great refinement in the design stage. Design ma- 

er terials were primarily cast iron and steel, and manufac- 
2 turing processes usually involved only routine machining Ge oc Sa operations. Testing of the finished machine was often left ae | | to the customer. : eS A é ‘1 * # ‘s : ah Z dl — Unfortunately design practice in some industries con- f A a <a a By . forms rather closely to the foregoing description, and pro- \. "a yA — gressive design practice is either not needed or not desired. : Sy f; j In other industries, however, the responsibility of the de- ‘a " Fy, sign engineer has increased tremendously in recent years. 

7 \ » | _ ) : - It is becoming more and more apparent that an economical 
. = _—_— _ and dependable design involves rational analysis and the Arrows indicate the cracks fatined by strains under the intelligent interpretation of quantitative test results. This Poet Talemien See Ga Mee ME is epcilly true in dexgas “wheze the tetuedon of che used in compensating design, size and weight of parts to a minimum is a prime con- 
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by R. J. Harker, Ass’t Professor, ME Dept. 

—Photographs courtesy of SAE 

- embracing the entire field of vibratory and dynamic 
ae oe [ew 22. analysis and of experimental fatigue testing. 

= a Le From the foregoing it can be seen that design is no 
r ee! " a longer purely a drafting proposition. The horror of being 

Pr os “ kept on the “board” was once justified to some extent, but 
r st a 

a pt 3 “A SS a 3 ae : eee ; 

we Om, 7 wal be me a he 
a ee eae a FF . 

ay ok ; e| ne 4 BS . oS es : 2 ie ‘@ ° 4 =. ca - a Va — ‘ a 
ri] me a a ees é a 
ae 4 ie Ey ao ~~ “ 

a a 

" a SS | 6 ee 
This special hydraulic ram is used to subject aircraft  *% eo x , 
wheels to their static requirements. The radial load is - TR tw 7 ye 
measured by an Emery-Tate cell. a hh ‘ ed] : 

sideration. Design problems are further complicated by _ ee 

the hundreds of alloys, both ferrous and non-ferrous, the e oy 
‘ f 

plastics, and the variety of manufacturing processes now . 

available to industry. In addition, design is no longer 

restricted to machines in the strict sense of the term. 

Practically any part which is now mechanically produced 

on a production basis requires the services of a competent 

designer or design department. R. J. Harker, m’38, MS’41, returned to the University of 
5 a , ‘ : Wisconsin in March, 1946 after six years with the Hamil- 

Along with the increasing: complexity of the design ton Propeller Corporation of Hartford, Connecticut. 
problem comes the development program for a particular During his emplcyment with the firm he conducted ex- 
design. Tentative designs must in many cases be paralleled tensive experiments on the vibrations of variable-pitch 

. oe . propellers while in flight. He is now an Assistant Pro- 
with preliminary testing or new processes of manufacture, fessor in the Mechanical Engineering department, teach- 
and modified thereby. Information obtained from all ing machine design. 

sources—from tests, calculations, considerations of cost, the incorporation in design work of analytical and experi- 

machining, and service factors must be intelligently inte- mental ‘projects has created many opportunities for engi- 

grated into a eee ricoh at of ie neering talent in the prosecution of a design project. In 

rare or ck ie f i; eeallcd deat e do machine fact, the design field perhaps offers more opportunities to 

“OL. ll eke etter Sob teas shes ee cher the engineer for the application of his technical training 

; hi ra anges ‘t fen have taken aie there are and ability than most others. 

several whic Evi to be most important from an engi- The activities of an engineer in design depend of course 

nial dee ax a view: f th ical = on his initiative, experience, personality, and the responsi- 
t '€: n sy: . soe . . 

(a) ine application of theoretical stress analysis to aM bility of his position. In general, though, his work will 
increasing number of problems that arise on the jy oive the following: 

b aaties board. 4 f . I (a) Analysis of a problem. He must think through the 

(b) € deve' opment ani adhe ° saith ai stress various aspects of a design and decide which points 
and strain measuring techniques whic permit a are critical, what calculations of loads, stresses, de- 

quantitative approach to the general stress picture. flections, or natural frequencies are necessary. He 
(c) The increasing appreciation of the fatigue problem, (continued on page 36) 
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Our Useful 

Temporary Buildings 
by Robert Hacker e’49 

Mec has been said about the value and usefulness Quonset type. The first one, Q-14, is north of the Chemi- 

of the temporary buildings that have been erected on cal Engineering Building near the lake. It is being used 

the campus. Although they don’t improve its looks, there for unit operations and shop work. The second one, Q-15, 
has been shown a definite need for them. is located north of the Education and Engineering Build- 

Among the buildings that have been put up, there are ing and work is done in chemical kinetics. Recently a new 

several that have been placed under the jurisdiction of distillation tower was installed in this building that allows 

the Engineering College. Through the use of these build- the fractional distillation of samples as small as 2-5 c.c. 

ings the College has been able to extend and improve the ee Siac ; 
existing laboratory and classroom facilities. : ef 7 Ss on : aS 

Two of these buildings are being used by the Electrical figae ye. eg iva a oA ONS a 

Engineering department. One of them, T-7, was erected goo ae) Fy / 2 = PE Oe 

behind the already existing dynamo lab., and it is being yy ae de 1 ‘ cone a 

used as an electric circuits lab. Through the use of this NEE Tp Ekiy de os ay es A 
Transite type building the congestion in the dynamo lab. ne Hi, Se ee eS 

was greatly reduced. The other building used by the f “7 ae i, MC See 

E.E.’s is T-23. It is located west and to the rear of the (Lf gt ek Ars 
M.E. Building. Mr. Koehler and the Communication sec- a, Up top ib es la 

tion are using this building both as a lab. and for class- Y i Oe a ’ tn Jas ie | 

rooms. The labs. are being rapidly developed for the ae eo oS 4g Ee * case i 

various phases of electronics. This is a 6,500 square foot 4s a of ae : eg ee a 6 Pee Ss 

structure with two classrooms, three laboratories, three ~~ = a_a—_—_ 

research rooms, a workshop, and five offices. eee campus Quonset huts as seen 
‘i te rom atop the Historical Library. 

The Chemical Engineering department also has two 

temporary buildings for its use. They are both of the In building T-25 advanced laboratory work in combus- 
. tion is being done. Eventually it will house a small wind 

iaewce: a tunnel and a test cell for testing automobile engines. This 

L - eS | is the building that is located between the M.E. and the 

ff rie ge i aT ‘T) Mining and Metallurgy Buildings. 
' ae tT - ey un i [a : An addition to the old saw mill at the rear of the Mining 

|  voet | : ot cH = bo 3 and Metallurgy Building is T-26. Here 8,000 square feet 

te gS ers eS La has been provided for the new home of the foundry. 

i 5 i 7 < a oo When the building has been completed, the foundry will 
ee > nr _ rs =o eb en ae be moved out of the M.E. Building. This will allow more 

ae ome) —— ae “~ = classrooms to be built in the M.E. Building itself. The 

a fig i) / - c. . foundry is now in a two story room, and present plans call 

ee, os i Ja er | for a floor to be Jaid at the second floor level. This extra 
ee hs =. a ai space can then be converted into classrooms. 

cca a ad : ie Recently a research grant was made to the University 

by the Four-Wheel Drive Co. for truck research. Much 
of this work will be done under Mr. Easton in T-27. This 
building is directly to the east of the Mining and Metal- 

lurgy Building. 
A building that is under the jurisdiction of the Engi- 

Coffee hours in the Breese Terrace cafeteria. neering College and is used by both “hill” and engineering 
—-Photograph by J. Kroot ¢’48 (continued on page 22) 
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P i t I D I I t 

by R. H. Pipkorn m’49 

—Photos courtesy Pesco Division of Borg Warner Corp. 

A® under pressure is required by many industries in Varieties of design are so numerous that only a few 

various applications. Many have looked to the Roots of the better known designs can be investigated. Figure 2 

type compressor because it is a positive displacement com- shows another common shape used in rotors, the two- 
pressor, that is, it delivers a given quantity of air for each lobed rotor. It gives the maximum volume of air per revo- 

revolution regardless of the operating speed. This type of lution. Other variations of meshing shapes are employed 

compressor has been associated most closely with the (Elliot-Lysholm compressor). The sudden opening of the 

Diesel engine, but numerous other industries also depend air chamber to the outlet port as the rotor revolves causes 
on it for their requirements. noisy operation. To overcome this, helical rotors are em- 

All of the numerous designs of Roots type compressors ployed, which open the chamber gradually to the outlet 

have the same basic parts, but design characteristics make port (General Motors and Roots-Connersville compres- 

them unique. The basic parts are illustrated in Figure 1. sors). This helical rotor also eliminates any pulsation in 

The housing has two parallel bores running the entire 

length. Inside these bores, the rotors, carried by the bear- a 

ings in the end plates, revolve “in mesh.” Actually there 

is no contact between the rotors, but they are kept re- 
volving in their relative positions by a set of gears which 

have very little backlash. Port openings in the housing (\ a Cl) 

allow the air to enter and leave. NI KY 

The air is not actually compressed inside this com- 

pressor. It enters the inlet port because of atmospheric 

pressure and is helped by a partial vacuum produced. A oF 
volume of air is trapped between the rotor and the housing a 

and carried around the outside to the outlet port (Figure 
oe eee an te P 2 ( 8 Figure 2 — Compresser using the two lobed rotor. 

1). Here the air is “piled up,” giving the required pres- 

sure. The efficiency of the compressor depends on small . . z 3 
y P P the air stream. However, a disadvantage of this rotor is 

clearances between rotors, between rotors and housing, and : 
the cost of production. The ports need not be located on 

small end clearances between rotors and end plates. The . : : 
ea ; : : ; the sides of the housing but may be located in the end 

unit is rated by the cubic feet it delivers per minute and * 
plates, both on one end, or one on each end. Various 

the pressure developed. . . . 
kinds of bearings are employed, plain, ball, and roller. 

Various kinds of drives are supplied for specific uses, 
Rover ¢ Swarr including sheave for V-belt drive, gear and chain drives, 

DRIVE SHAFT 1 1 i 1 t (RS CRE Sue) ob and in some instances, direct drive. 

(et 5 (AER The Pesco Products Division of the Borg Warner Cor- 
aS SI 2 4 . . 
a A co \) oration in Cleveland, Ohio, manufactures a line of Roots 
AE ewe @) P oo core 

scans sj a ) _ type compressors which incorporate many unique ideas 

USN Rl | “Zoer YP ‘oar to gain efficiency and ease of manufacture. To 
ae t— a @D) ~~ 
A rT v) reduce end clearances after the end plates are completely 
iN ss . . 
Ni N be UY machined, rubber grids are molded directly to them. The 

ee \ + ends of the rotors are serrated. When the rotors expand 

ND CASTINGS leeaes mousiis: because of increased temperatures, they develop their own 
clearance by wearing away the rubber. A fiber strip is 

Figure 1— Main parts of the Roots type supercharger rolled tightly in place in a groove on the peripheral edge 
using the three lobed rotor. Shaded area shows trapped gary P 8 PeUP 8 
air being “compressed.” (continued on page 39) 
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by H.R. Wahlin m’49 

—Photographs by H. R. Wahlin m’49 

Peeve engineers who wish to see the Univer- with an automatically actuated stop watch. Thus it is 

sity of Wisconsin Truck Research Project will find it . possible to measure fuel consumption to | per cent. 

located just east of the M. & M. Building in T-27. There Nominal speeds are determined by a fifth wheel speed- 

they will find Archie H. Easton, Harry H. Miller, and ometer attached to the truck. Other readings recorded are 

Lorell B. Gillette preparing trucks and equipment for test. air speed, intake manifold vacuum, and the following tem- 

Operating under a grant to the university from the peratures: Ambient (air), fuel in carburetor, air to car- 

Four-Wheel Drive Auto Company, of Clintonville, Wis- buretor, coolant to and from engine, oil in crankcase and 

consin, the project is expected to require many more . = . " 

months, perhaps years, for its completion. : % 

Studies up to this point have largely been of fuel con- : oN 7 \ 

sumption, and the accompanying photographs illustrate a ‘ td A 

this phase of the work. Tests thus far completed have ; Vs i Ld 

been conducted on a level stretch of concrete (0.0 per cent : 7 Sa ae hy 

grade) two miles west of Spring Green, Wis. The truck e R y 1 a a 

under test is loaded with concrete weights in 50 per cent th) 

increments of payload up to 150 per cent payload and q | a 

driven over a one mile course at speeds from 15 to 45 mph : . : ‘ i 

in 5 mph increments. Fuel consumed is fed to the engine ( | 4 i 

from two burrettes in the truck cab which are connected pe ‘ UY 

to the carburetor via a three-way valve about 100 yards : i é f ll 1 Ua 

before entering the course. Readings of the fuel level at 3 we \ N agi it \ 

inni : 4 a : my mie 

the beginning and end of the course are synchronized ys ap + Ny / | ii 

: » , | omerer ste cae La | 
|. “7 ee os nee | 
i ! = 2 a > 1 fh i t te Lg 

; _ li  ™ BN Be » ut 7 ) = Ne i Tt 
ile | ye @ 7 “= a oa 

ee a es ' oa \ if i , pi 

Te ~ ) 4 ij = Boys ear 
SS aS " E . y 

c 5 y am CE 
cae ees a a. : Leas 

oe oe tied al 
eo - = ‘ Ve . 

oe ae . ie “ef Instrument arrangement in the cab of test truck. To the 
. iil yes if Nee right are the two fuel burettes; at bottom left is the dial 

7 eee 2 of the pyrometer - potentiometer used for determining 
j a oe a Gl operating temperatures. 

i me rs, ‘ 
wi <5 i- oy | ieee oe , a . . ‘ 
_ a 2 A y | in front and rear differentials, and spark plug No. 1. The 

eS ane e - ria temperatures ate measured by means of thermocouples 
# - ei we w/4i A . . 

ioe Cave q if a located at the various points throughout the truck and an 

An } Bp iS as - a . a 4 ’ instrument called a pyrometer-potentiometer carried in 

ae en ree \ the cab. 
p ee & k h oy . As to the results of the studies thus far compiled (work 
ersonnel of the truck research project inspecting a new : 

multi-channel oscillograph which will be used in future has been in progress all summer), Mr. Easton stated that 
investigations. (Left to right) Harry H. Miller, A. H. the data has not yet been approved for publication. He 
Easton, director, and Lorell B. Gillette. (continued on page 30) 
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by R. Mitchell m’48 

E. Kasum e’48 

BEA year, three engineering students of the Univer- in a growing field—rocket research. 

sity of Wisconsin receive a very generous $500 award Hugh Wahlin also received the Pi Tau Sigma award for 

from the John Morse Memorial Foundation. The foun- his high grade average during his freshman year. The 

dation was originally established by Col. Robert H. Morse award consisted of a Mechanical Engineer’s Handbook. 

in memory of his deceased son. The Wisconsin men who Here is a pat on the back for three fellows who have 
received this scholarship for the year of ’47-’48 are: proved themselves outstanding enough to receive the 

Gayle Adams, of Cherry Valley, Illinois. Gayle gradu- Morse Scholarship. These awards are made to men show- 

ated from East Rockford High School, Rockford, Illinois. ing evidence of “outstanding ability, intellectual attain- 

At present he is a junior in the School of Electrical Engi- ment, superior character, potential leadership, and prom- 

neering. As to what his plans are after graduation, he ise of future usefulness to the engineering profession and 

says, “I’ll probably go into communications work—but to society generally.” 

that isn’t definite.” Though not out for athletics in high tt 

school, Gayle was a trackman while in Rockford. 

Robert Doyle, of Fond du Lac, Wisconsin. Bob is a . 

mechanical engineering junior, and another high school he. way _ = 

trackman. Having realized his first ambition (i. e., gradu- Eo nn Vue , 4 

ating from high school) he now has his sights set on de- “se & / a “ % , 

sign engineering in the future. ont ot be 4, : 

Hugh Wahlin, who “lives at home and likes it.” His a q J 7 A - 

home is in Madison, where he graduated from West High. A oe . ri 4 4 a | 

Hugh is the old man of the bunch, having served from de a A g 

1943 to 1946 in the infantry in Germany and the Philip- a ie , = MF a 1 ‘ 

pines. The camera bug has taken a big bite out of his -" . rs 4 

time—Hugh’s pictures are to be found in the Badger, st went iS 

Wisconsin Engineer, and the files of the Union News L a. 5 a : 

Service. At present he is the Program Chairman of the se ca | i | 

Camera Club, is on the Union Darkroom Committee at the Edwin S. Baugh and Robert Johiison at work in 

Union, and takes private photographs in his spare time. family the Standards Lab. 

The future looks interesting to Hugh, as he has an interest 
A Navy veteran with twenty-two months’ service, Edwin 

oor ee sia eae: S. Baugh, M&M ’50, received the Tau Beta Pi award for 

y 3 — : eo e | high scholastic standing during his freshman year. Baugh 

aa 4 4 ; Pre ss. 2 graduate of West Allis Central High School (1937), 
oh. | 4 vom ; where he received the American Legion Award for all- 

Pg te o 7 ie ee around attainment during his high school days. The latter 

at eG a { = y" on : : award required participation in sports, membership in the 
\ AR Se student governing body, and a high grade average. 

, _ i With pre-war experience in metallurgical research as an 

“ t \ rg * per assistant metallurgist with the Chain Belt Company of 

So s a. « sage Milwaukee, he is aiming towards a position where he can 

a a a . os conduct research in ferrous metals. His earlier work con- 

‘ ae —- sisted of fatigue problems of metals, corrosion resistance, 

) : * é : and problems concerned with pearlitic malleable iron. 

oe _ . His two greatest rooters and admirers are his wife an1 © 

eta ac fama i and. pees two-year-old son. The family lives in the Madison “su'- 

graph was taken by Wahlin, center. (continued on page 22) 
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by John Ashenbrucker e’49 

Russ Pavlat e’48 

SAE possible because the high torque of Engineer Ball 

| A steam driven automobile was the engine is applied to the wheels No good engineer was studying 

: &. immediately after the throttle is on Friday evening, December 12th. 
the object of much curiosity and < y EYERIgs ? 

lively discussion Wednesday eve- opened. When the car is parked or for he and his escort were dancing 
sing, Now: 19th;.asithednembers of idled, a small pilot light automati- to the strains of Lou Rene and his 
the SAE society gathered in the cally keeps the head of steam up to orchestra in Turner Mall. Sponsor- 

back of the ME building to see ae least 690 pounds Per square inch ing the Christmas Engineer Ball 
Charles F. Keen demonstrate the in the boiler. The boiler is a verti- was Polygon Board, governing body 

novel. wélicle, Seudent enxgineses cal fire-tube type and outwardly re- for the student branches of the en- 

were amazed at the noiseless opera- cea Ee ‘es -_ & 2 peer _ gineering) societies on.icampus. 

tion of the two cylinder compound- — = 4 9 SE i . eT a 

condensing engine which develops . engine, Whten, ts m Hiei SEae © 

| horsepower equivalent to that of an the sary da geared ditectly to the BL'TAU SIGMA, 
eight-cylinder gasoline motor, or rear axle. ; Pi Tau Sigma held its winter for- 
about 100 horsepower. An average : The steam automobile was built mal initiation banquet at the Capital 

of 16 to 18 miles per gallon of ciel in Madison at the Keen Manufac- Hotel the evening of December 4th. 

is claimed by Keen, the inventor of turing Company under the direc- Present at the banquet were numer- 

the auto. Kerosene is used for fuel tion of Mr. Charles F. Keen, presi- ous Pi Tau Madison engineers, fac- 

because it is cheaper than gasoline. dent, at a cost of about $5,000. ulty members, and undergraduate 
. he “S actives. Completing the roster were 

ee ee ad sf Yoraph the twenty newly initiated Pi Taus: 

Mr. Wayne B. Grieve, Technical Donald H. Bennett, William O. 

from a dead stop in a matter of Director of the LeRoi Co., lectured Clark, George R. Creedle, Robert 

seconds. A hand operated throttle to the SAE on Wednesday evening, E. Doyle, Richard H. France, David 

controls the power output directly December 10th. His subject was, H. Goodman, John W. Mann, 

and eliminates the need of a gear- “Engine Characteristics Explored Lester W. Maresh, George H. Mon- 

shift. The lightning-fast getaway is by Electronic Methods.” temayor, Allen B. Pagel, Russell H. 

Pipkorn, Ernest R. Reichmann, Al- 

ca Cael pr “i ers : oF) ie pers vin C. Roeker, Stephen P. Sanders, 

- ee / I Cg w an a i 4 Thomas V. Severson, Reno Testo- 
ie <1) 7 é ja saad a bad lin, Morris H. Thorson, Hugh R. 

a . " 2 od ‘ a Wahlin, Carl F. Zickert, Lawrence 
ry S| cS lea y ] a —— ¥ i 4 A. Zuchowski. 
x p a Y y 3 Oe ey oa 4 ey q Guest speaker for the evening was 

4 a vA Oo ha Mr. Leonard Howell, City Manager 

a" Ia \ of Madison, a registered engineer. 
: ; a3 ¥ : > * i, Mr. Howell, speaking on “The En- 

- 5 , a a Ss a eT gineer and City Government,” 
id ~~ ee we i, a . s eat praised the analytical mind devel- 

: J) p> oy aig L eo oped by an engineering education, ° 3 KF _ 3 £ g . 
j Poon a p yo : a ae 7 , and encouraged more widespread in- 

ao 4 — 7% “ terest in community activities. 

i ay Fie : 2 oe : ’ Dave Retzinger reported on the 

: i a : : \ “Wy -— . : National Convention held at Pur- 
ee Z Ed os mes due this year, while John Mann fol- 

Mr. Keen, surrounded by SAE members, exhibiting his “Steamliner.” (continued on page 34) 
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The Way We Nee It... 

In Closing The “Five-Year” Plan 

{een time brings an end to college activi- Mock and more we hear about the advisability of a 
ties, and as in my case there are going to be void five-year course for engineers. Some say “Yea,” and 

spaces left which they once kept full. The largest of my some are emphatically against it. The majority of those 

personal voids will be that which was occupied by the who are in favor of a longer course for engineers are those 

Wisconsin Engineer. True, it has caused the losing of a who are no longer in school, and, conversely, those who 

few more hairs on my head and burning of a few more are against it are the gruelling engineering students who 
quarts of oil, but on the whole it has been a wonderful wonder if four years will ever end. 

experience. . x Hae 
Though not as eloquently as desirable, I have expressed Some :bitter comments overheard on the subject indi- 

some of my sincere beliefs in past issues of the Engineer. °° that students think the old “dyed in the wool” engi- 
These ran the gauntlet from the need for increased aware- "°°*S advocate a longer course to make their own degrees 
ness by engineers of occurrences beyond their books and OF significant. The advocates, however, point out that 
slide rules, to making the magazine a more representative recent advances make a longer training period necessary. 
publication of the whole college. The students immediately man their sliderules and an- 

In attempting to bring into realization the latter item, "OUNCE that an addition of one year to the course each 
I have had the privilege of working with top-notch men time a series of significant advances is made would now 

and women. Some who have left before me and. others have the course well over one hundred years long. 

who will take up the reins and progress farther with the As is usually the case in controversy, both sides attempt 

Engineer. To those who have worked with me I would to establish their points through exaggeration. There are 
like to take this opportunity to extend my thanks for their valid points both for and against the lengthened program. 

excellent cooperation and assistance. Finances will play an important part when the idealism 

As a final editorial thought I would like to put forth clears away. Some of us just cannot afford another year. 
am idea which could go a long way towards making the Others, such as myself, have reached the saturation point. 

Engineer a more representative publication. In working yen the students who dread the longer grind admit, 

out articles and their method of presentation, the staff however, that there are many: things ‘that they “have! not 

strives for a goal of maximum readability and interest. had dime te leara® 

Whether success is attained in this direction is not defi- 

nitely known, as there is no method to positively measure In answer to both groups, I would like to point out the 
student reaction. Therefore, why not let the Engineer fact that there are such things as night schools. Unless 
hear from you, the student body, on what you think of the subject is interested only in the name or degree in- 

the Wisconsin Engineer, what articles you would like to volved, the night school is ideal. It is a release from the 

see published, and what queries and complaints you may everyday chores of making a living, and what one learns 
have about the magazine or school policies. There is no has more significance under such conditions. More, and 

reason why the Engineer should not have a Forum Page more elaborate, arguments are possible on either side, but 
in which this type of discussion could be carried on. Let’s I cannot help thinking that the evening colleges, though 
start those letters coming. —E. K, not “cure-alls,” are the best answer to both. —R.J.M. 
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Al | Not 
by J. J. Kunes e’48 

L. Hunholz e’47 

E.E. 1915, and in successive years held years Engineer of the Empire Elec- 

Benjamin S. Adams (EE’03) start- the same Posts in the Empire Dis- tric Company. In 1911 he joined 

. . fy trict Electric Company, the St. Jo- the Urban Water Supply Company 
ed as Superintendent in distribu- ight, H & P Coin . d the followi 
tion for the Madison Gas and Elec- seph Light, Heat, ower Com as engineer an e following year 

: . : pany and the Toledo Edison Com- became engineer and manager of 
tric Company and is now president, : . we * 

. pany, assuming his present position the Mt. Vernon Gas & Electric Co. 

general manager and. director of in 1940. He also holds office as In 1914 he became vice president 

the Gas ‘Service: Cofipaniy: vice president and director of the and manager of the Manhattan & 

: Kansas City Gas Company and the Queens Traction Company and three 

ote ee Wyandotte County Gas Company. years later assistant chief engineer 

ea ' : Mr. Adams’ career is one of lead- and superintendent of oil produc- 

a ‘ ership on many municipal and ad- tion for the Empire Gas & Fuel 

an a visory committees and in many tech- Company, a position which he held 
eS a wom) nical and social organizations. for seven years. He held office as 

tps nd ae Stephen B. Severson (EE’07) be- vice president and general manager 

Ve ‘ ” : gan his career as a Cadet Engineer of the Dominion and Republic prop- 

i. ‘ XN, : with the Denver Gas & Electric erties from 1924 to 1946, when he 

Nt emo ; b Company and is now president, di- moved up to his present position. 

\\ a / rector, and general manager of both In addition, he is general manager 
: 4 Republic Light, Heat, & Power Co. of the Penn-York Natural Gas Co. 

and the Dominion Natural Gas Co., Bert E. Miller (EE’11), Madison, 

ry Ltd. Wis., secretary of the Wisconsin 

a Power & Light Co., and manager of 

on the rate and valuation department, 

ES - has retired after over thirty years’ 

Benjamin S. Adams . service with the company. He will 

; ’ continue working on a contract basis 

Starting with Cities Service im- eS at until he completes a special project 

mediately after graduation, Mr. Se S: with which he is now engaged. 

Adams in 1906 became general 5 Theodore N. Racheff (EE’32) is 

superintendent of the Lincoln r a field engineer for the Common- 

(Nebr.) Gas and Electric Com- :- wealth Edison Company of Chicago. 
pany, and three years later its gen- Otis C. Ingebritsen (EE’47) was 

eral manager and vice president. employed by Underwriters’ Labora- 

In 1913 he assumed the same offices tories, Inc., in Chicago, Ill., doing 

with the Spokane (Wash.) Gas & testing in their electrical depart- 
Fuel Co. The following year he ment. He is now employed by the 

went abroad to do company apprais- National Advisory Committee on 

al work in Brazilian properties for Aeronautics at Langley Field, Vir- 

Ellis & Company in London. He ginia, and is assigned to the Instru- 
became vic> president and general Stephen B. Severson ment Research and Development 

manager of the Montgomery (Ala.) Following his Cadet Engineer Department. 

Light & Water Power Company in period, Mr. Severson was for two (continued on page 26) 
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NUMBER 9 OF A SERIES No 

Noe for Engi 

a LWA Say Winding wire 
ve - wan tCté«~S : oe ‘6 : oo 
ed a . | ye « on a wedding ring 

s gre 4.548 4 This is the “Sea Breeze,” a machine developed by 
4 a ee Western Electric engineers. It solves the problem of 

a ‘ : A winding wire half the thickness of a human hair on a 
‘4! » . 4 toroidal core the size of a wedding ring. Compressed 

s Wi a a air drives the flyer which maintains the wire under 
io Am . 2 ee positive tension at all times, winding as many as > en s vl i | i ; : — 40,000 turns of #46 wire on the core. It winds finer 

«4 ro. - -— i, hh. wire than any previous machine, lays turns more uni- 
CU — —— oy — N formly, winds a wider range of wire sizes, increases 

co a / _- iN = efficiency in utilization of winding space and permits 
ee ry, < {es the manufacture of coils half the size of those previ- 

a — —..- ly possible. ae a Eve SUSY DORON 

ways RE ian eu BANS f aed | 

. i |} Metal welding rq " i \ ty gia 
eure 3 ome i a f/f 

that saves millions aa Hi Dita, 
f ay \ ca | 

Here, palladium and nickel tape are welded together . ‘ Ne ij 4 —~- tA fetes ; 
at the rate of 400 feet an hour. Tiny bars are later a 1 -. on Nae yO) — i 
snipped from this bi-metal tape and used to replace the ma a :/ | me ay a + np 
precious pinhead-size platinum rivets once used as A pal - 4: a atl a | U': o Bea 
contacts in Bell System relays. These contacts, which y | Ae | oe \ \y 
minimize noise in telephone conversation, are used by a bs me he | oon aa \ 
the billions in relays that perform switching opera- a ay aa iT a \ | 
tions. The use of this bi-metal tape... devised by Bell % ee Jah we: oe. eC ior. 
Telephone Laboratories scientists and produced on ~~ eae a i a i ote 7 
machines developed by Western Electric engineers , a mhieg fn aes Fis ie = 
. .. saves millions of dollars a year in the cost of — Dw eee A , f 
producing telephone equipment. =a . Vs Pa oa 

Engineering problems are many and varied at Western Electric, where | 
manufacturing telephone and radio apparatus for the Bell System is the primary 
job. Engineers of many kinds—electrical, mechanical, industrial, chemical, 
metallurgical—are constantly working to devise and improve machines and proc- 
esses for mass production of highest quality communications equipment. 

Western Electri 
= @ fF A UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1882 3 f= F&F 

aaa aa a



AWARDS GRANTED e:0-.: 
urb” of Badger Village. (Ed. Note: Badger Village is a Recipient of the annual Eta Kappa Nu (Honorary Elec- 
University Veterans’ Housing Project located thirty-five trical Engineering Society) Freshman Award, an Electrical 

miles from the University.) Photography, cabinet-making, Engineer’s Handbook, was Robert R. Johnson. Bob was 

and intramural basketball comprise his outside interests. chosen for having attained an “A” average during his 

freshman year. 

a 2S a He was graduated from West High School of Rock- 
? ae : 8 ford, Illinois, in 1946 and scholastically was sixth in a 

oe . A : r _. class of five hundred. While in high school he was elected 

| i ' . j re . i to The National Honor Society, and was President of the 

| “q : School Orchestra. His paper on “Theoretical Aspects of 

i as Adhesion” won him honorable mention in the “Westing- 

Ve house Science Talent Search” conducted amongst high 

as  . school students. 

me His summers were spent working in the chemical labora- 

ey tories of Servisoft and the engineering department of Bar- 
Cs e ber-Coleman. At the latter place he worked under Mr. 

( _ Royce Johnson, his father and former professor in the 

y oo Electrical Engineering Department here at Wisconsin. 

. : Besides working on his grade point, Bob plays the 

French horn in the marching band, and works in the 

/ Electrical Standards Laboratory. He is also a member of 

Phi Eta Sigma, Freshman Honorary Society. His hobbies 

Photograph by J. Kroot ¢'48 and outside interests vary from geology and music to 
Hugh Wahlin receives Handbook tennis and swimming. 

Award from Carl Goldbeck. 

e e 

emporary Buildings —.-—» 
students is T-24. This is a Transite type building of 13,000 smaller buildings used for classrooms. Most of the build- 

square feet and includes a large drawing room, four offices, ings are used as classrooms, by the Physics, Pharmacy, 

and fourteen classrooms. and Chemistry departments lave labs. in them. Also, T-16 

A really welcome addition to the western end of the ** large lecture hall. 
campus is T-21. This is the Cafeteria that is located at the Although no definite date has been set for the removal 

corner of Breese Terrace and University Ave. At the of these temporary buildings from the campus, it is hoped 
present time they are serving about 2,200 persons per day. that removal can begin in 5-7 years. The only way that 

Now it is no longer necessary for students to spend valu- . a 
able time commuting to and from the Union. they can be gotten along without, is if the enrollment 

drops off or if new buildings are erected. If the new 

While the Engineering College has its share of tem- Engineering building is built as scheduled, it will allow 
porary buildings, it isn’t the only college of the university m . . oe b . f . 

to benefit from these structures. All told, there are fifteen 8 engineering activities to be carried on south of Uni- 
Quonset huts and twenty-seven other temporary build- Versity Ave. except that of hydraulics. If the other build- 

ings. They range from the huge Quonset hut on the lower ing programs are carried out, eventually the campus will 

campus that is used for the library reading room to the be restored to its former beauty. 
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, Lo—$<_<_—_—_—_—____ «nes to industrial executives, 

Fe parser the Square D Company emplasises ; PUNT ON 
the importance of their lect appear regularly in Teading business VIVRE SOMES 

tisements suc: 3 job. They enhanc rer Sere “| f 

imagazines. Ve believe they ae tiey bud accept seh ts 
standing of aoe cae seers, practically all of whom come to us from : me mo 

D Field Engineers, ee =i 
foe cauainoing schools such as yours. z il = Bio toatl wih 

| | 2 — i. | owes lar “ [4 J Lk | i 
i a ti | ae se! i os a, 

= ee | | pan | | er ry 
LULL 7 a ee! mp! 

- ==... >t. ClUODUCUCU TCU ee a ae oe 

; ae). i a aS 

i tu eS | ae S' ; 

: @F 4 

C Reduci  Cost-Reducing 
a > 7 wa Ideas 

Your head electrical man isa good source _ production costs are certainties. 

of workable, cost-reducing suggestions. Check with your head electrical man 
And right now is a particularly good for possible cost-reducing opportunities 
time to let him prove it. . in your plant. A Square D Field Engi- 

Daring the tremendously increased neer will be glad to work with him in 
production of recent years, ‘unere 088 analyzing any electrical problem and 
been a sharp increase in the amount of lectin ti distributi 

power used per employee. Most electrical se ae B corrective le aswripation 

systems have been operating under ab- 970 © ectric motor contro eqipmient. 
normal stress. Many are overloaded, un- Feld Engineering Counsel is available, 
reliable and poorly located or inflexible without obligation, through Square D 
with respect to present machine loca- offices located in 50 principal U. S., 
tions. Excessive “down time” and higher Canadian and Mexican cities. | 

| 
| 

pra 
1 SQUARE T) COMPANY T aig a patella 

DETROIT 5 A 42 ; ore eta) 

re SQUARE D CANADA, LTD., TORONTO, ONTARIO * SQUARE D de MEXICO, S.A. MEXICO CITY, D.F. 
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\\ ood e e e (continued from page 8) 

ment in some mechanical properties, particularly hardness tations are based on this principle. The main limitation 
and compression perpendicular to the grain. to the process has been the lack of stabilization of dimen- 

: sion in that when subjected to adverse moisture condi- Plastic Compound : 
tions the compressed wood expands greatly and tends to 

The Forest Products Laboratory has developed from regain its original size. Recent developments have shown 
sawdust or other wood waste a plastic molding compound, that if pressure is applied under certain conditions of 
useful in nonstressed or moderately stressed articles. In optimum temperature and moisture content, compressed 

| the method used, hardwood sawdust is treated by a dilute wood results which is relatively moisture stable. This 
acid under steam pressure. The residue, after removal of process results in the retention of the high shock proper- 
the sugar solution formed by this process, is ground to a_ ties of the wood, and appears very promising for many 
powder and, when mixed with a plasticizer, can be molded uses. 

into various shapes under proper temperature and pres- 

sure. The result is a cheap molding compound that forms Waste Materials Used 
into a black lustrous plastic. 

A great number of insulation and building boards are 
ae “a = Rs in common use. This class of boards includes a- wide 

ce ( in _ / E oS variety of fibrous products ranging from bulky materials 
. te ee rad oe Cmeles a3 weighing from 1% to 2 pounds per cubic foot to dense 

be Kos oN io pe hard boards of more than 60 pounds per cubic foot. The 
eee ey ie ug r use of this material has expanded very rapidly during the 

" ie ie i u rN j al a jones past 15 years. These boards are made from both plant 
ae ie  ® 4 2 a and wood fibers. In a great many instances these are waste 
“_ a \ iS materials of logging, lumbering, or other woodworking 

: ba a a industries. The dense panel boards or hard boards are 
Ff a 5 ~ S i c relatively poor thermal insulators. The grades with greater 

Se ed r_) ~ a 4 . insulating value are more porous and range from % inch 
a0 Ne wi > Ca Bin3 to several inches in thickness. Generally, the boards con- 
be 7 ze . “s ~~ \ sist of two types of fibers: a coarse fiber to provide struc- 
oe , ie (fe ** \ tural framework and finer fiber for bonding purposes. 
5 tJ "ara \ : The important physical characteristics of wallboard should 
oe mY re include a fair degree of rigidity and water resistance, good 

flexural and compressive strengths, but low thermal con- 
A variety of molded shapes can be made from the For- ductivity. Surface texture, hardness, and ability to take 
est Products Laboratories’ waste-lignin molding powder. paint are also important properties. 

An improved laminated paper-base plastic . of bigh Though wood and wood products have a long tradition tensile strength has recently been developed and is already : . . ials, duri 
being experimentally used in the form of aircraft parts, as important structural and engineering materia s, during 
5 2 3 : ; : 3 the past decade an awakened interest in their use and including wing ribs, wing tip skins, and control surfaces. 2 : Saal Experimental data thus far indicate: the. product: has ver application has been stimulated by significant research 
pees “e fe the P s y devel, ts and more recently by the exigencies of war. high tensile strength, that it can be molded to desired opments ceney OY 8 s° 

shapes at temperatures and pressures and on equipment What of future forest supplies? Says Lyle F. Watts, 
now used for making plywood; that it is resistant to mois- Chief, Forest Service, United States Department of Agri- 
ture and remains extremely stable at both high and low culture: “Wood, in contrast to so many other engineering 
temperatures, and that it is resistant to scratching and materials, is a crop and the supply can be renewed in- 
denting. Lowest of the mechanical properties is impact definitely. But like other crops produced from the soil, 
resistance. Laminated paper has a smooth surface requir- the growing of the needed quantity and quality of product 
ing no special finish. requires the application of sound management practices. 

Compressed Wood The only acceptable philosophy for balancing the drain 
with the growth is to grow more timber—not to grow less. 

Another development is heat-stabilized, compressed If reasonably good forest practice is applied throughout 
wood. Wood is exceedingly compressible in the across-the- the country we may expect to build up forest growing stock 
grain direction, and it is possible to increase the density of in the next century to a point that is substantially in excess 
some woods more than twofold and to increase certain of the current rate of utilization and should be ample for 
properties by such compression. Many commercial adap- all foreseeable needs.” 
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Answers the question= 
w e vv 

How rough is smooth? 

O NE of the reasons Timken Timken in 1928 and steadily im- in this same scientific taanner. For 

Tapered Roller Bearings per- _ proved since then, the profilograph example, Timken makes its own 

form with such frictionless, wear- determines surface irregularities to _ steel to assure constant quality. And 

free ease is the amazingly smooth within one-millionth of an inch. Timken is the acknowledged lead- 

surface finish on the rolls and races Equipped with this measuring stick, er in: 1. advanced design; 2. preci- 

the finest known to modern bear- | ‘Timken engineers were able to de- sion manufacture; 3. rigid quality 

ing science. velop new finishing methods and control; 4. special analysis steels. 

N h . machines, which have resulted in No wonder you can always be sure 

Now, when you talk about fin- the microscopic surface accuracy of of uniformly top quality and per- 
ishes like this, you’re talking about the Timken Bearings you use today. f y he Timken B 

surface irregularities of only a few rOrmanse 35 the 7 mien ear 

millionths of an inch — irregulari- Every factor in the efficiency of a ings you use. The Timken Roller 

ties which are impossible to detect bearing is approached at Timken Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. 

by any ordinary means. So, when es 
% " . a. . eae 

Timken first began to develop this | ,— 
finish, one of the biggest obstacles wa — 
was the absence of an accurate VA \— 
method of measuring the roughness \ 1 

of an apparently smooth surface. wa Gg = TRADE:MANICRES( U8: RATS ORR: 
i 

The profilograph pictured above , ae / TAPERED 

was the answer. Developed by . = ROLLER BEARINGS 
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‘ laa s ecacanian | (continued from page 20) 
i - ae e 

> . : Abrasive Products Paul Patterson (EE 32) is back at 
: Grinding wheels of ALUNDUM®. the University, with the distinction L ON rinding wheels o ‘ : Bed © P\\__CRYSTOLON® and diamond abra- of having TWO offices. He has i ioe 4 sives; discs and segments; bricks, sticks been with the University Extension : a : ue and hones; mounted points; abrasives Divisi ¥ 4 i 1 Vi @) fr Polishing, topping, tumbling and ivision since 1944 and is now also 

pressure blasting; pulpstones. teaching EE lab courses. eS 
ne . After graduation he had his own tinding and ; < : G d g 7 Lapping Radio Sales and Service in Monroe, im Machines Wisconsin, until 1942 (the war). | 5: dex) A varied line of machines for pro- Then he sold his business and taught 

| er < j euen pregsion ating: neta tadio at Truax Field (Madison) for 
: - = | special machines for crankshafts, cam- two years, also teaching some night 

___ SSS shofts, rolls and car wheels. classes at the University Extension 
/ Division. In his spare time he did fractori : j Re ractories quite a bit of work for USAFI and 

i High temperature refractories— designed and built a Physics lab for y i grain, cement, bricks, plates, tile, tubes i: i Here Ss What ; — for metal melting, heat treating the Racine Extension school. 
ie and enameling; for ceramic kilns; for N 6 R T 36 N : BS boiler furnaces and gas generators; R. W. Moore (EE’39) entered the M ke _ A for chemical processes; refractory lab- D.C. design section of the motor 

akes... : OE Sea ee carers; Porous division of Westinghouse upon com- seen pleting the graduate’ snident course 
: *t.* in 1940. During the war he assisted Norbide in 8 : Ta. Sere: in the design of motors for naval Trade-mark for Norton Boron Carbide Is, the el : di df Mi Inds L 4 L, ted = — the hardest material made by man. vessels, the electric torpedo, and for any Available as an abrasive for grinding mines. He moved from the design % b | and lapping; in molded products for eee 5 5 in Many Fields Vi Sivan ree | ee 

as re Bally effective for precision jose tion and lately has been helping to : i tact points; . : : S rnstallurgica) use, pomerane' fer plan the electrification of steel mills 
eS to be built in France and South 

i Africa. Norton Floors nice 
ALUNDUM* Floor ond Stair Tile, Daniel R. Miller (EE’41) is living 

Sp tinea ae ue one in Schenectady, N. Y., where he is 
by? permanently non-slip (wet or dry) an engineer with General Electric. 
Lae. sf! and extremely wear-resisting floor ' eS ‘and stair surfaces. 
_ 

: oe sa” as . ’ ss Sia 
: yee ., Labeling Machines ee a 

ji a Bd a 3 Be Single and duplex automatic labeling aN ead ° Pe Dahle Sse machines for applying labels and foil oe ee od be ies Sie # to beverage bottles and food, cosmetic a ro “Be | and drug containers. i& : eS : , 
: ° i / Oilstones and Coated ee / ‘. La , Abrasives . 

. Sharpening stones and abrasive p i NORTON COMPANY wd = papers and cloth for every use of 
industry and the home craftsman, ii WORCESTER 6, MASS. = HA Products of the Norton Behr-Manning D.. R. Miller “e+ Division, Troy, New York. Oe. He has just completed his fourth Trade Mark Reg, U.S, Pat. OF. ce ; : ee ear on GE’s advanced engineerin | 8 rs y 8 8 | oe . a - -.... program. There is a young Miller- | 

: oe Dl | ette, 3, and a young Miller, 9 mos. | 
te r—“‘__N 2 LL a radio engineer in the Naval Re- 

oo ——ert——_—“ —™”r”t—t™tl“REEERRRREREEEE_ 
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search Laboratory, Washington, D. co NN Nae 2 ~ Sey 
\ Fu Ce Ss VR 

Cc. t os ge rou. Oo: Neo ree. a 
\e os mg A 

Harold Peterson (EE’46) is an VRE AN ‘A Ne 

application engineer for Common- oS BO Ss a es oe eg 

NEAT A ge 

wealth Edison in Chicago. es SS pul * aA 

Ln raat 

ve i“ 

9 a . PROBLEM — Your company manufactures gas 

a burners of varying number and spacing of gas 

| ee rts. You want to develop a drilling machine =— Pi Pp ig 
: ly a which can be changed over with a minimum of 

, time and effort to drill the holes in the different 
if . *, 

la burner castings. How would you do it? 

H. Peterson THE SIMPLE ANSWER —The illustration shows 
how one manufacturer solved this problem b 

Theodore H. Faber (EE’46) is a : 4 : proniem PY 
: : : using S.S.White flexible shafts as spindles. 

production engineer working for the Thi t k ibl . k h 

Electrovoice Microphone Company, ts Todlenacactnas es possible quick changes 

iniChicago. of spindle groupings to meet different require- 
ments. As here, $.S.White flexible shafts make 

Donald E. Strom (EE’47), classed ideal power drives for almost any machine part 
with the ME’s last month by error which must be adjustable 

(excuse please), is in training in the " si —_ a 

electrical engineering, specification * * * eae ‘ q] Rear | 

writing, drafting, and test depart- This is just one of the | ' hs ' iV LH) 
ment of the Carnegie Illinois Steel hundreds of remote NW i) hi iy y if = 

; WBZ 

Corporation: control and power drive _ Ni ain 

Clarence W. Puent (EE’47) is an problems to which S. S. iy Ni ERAGE Wi} rf 
: ‘ Ne A 

assistant and trainee in the engineer- White flexible shafts E ET ri 4 
ing and sales departments of Line provide a simple ans- b A on 

Material Company, Milwaukee. He wer. Engineers will find 0 " | eet 

will be at the South Milwaukee it worthwhile to be famil- aie 
plant for three months; plans to iar with the range and E A El 

walk up the aisle with a local gal scope of these "Metal E exec Boe mS 

and will probably be situated at the Muscles’’* for mechan- gg — lie 

Stroudsburg, Penn., plant at the end . . | - Ce 
Pa ical bodies. ae ee 

of the training program. * Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. O#f. and [| pain Tac 
elsewhere. “ 

M.E. 

Maurice E. Fitze (ME’24) died WRITE FOR BULLETIN 430 fees. 
Nov. 19, after a valiant effort to It gives essential facts and engineer- [Sst Pn, 

overcome the asthma attacks that ing data about flexible shafts and ie at 
plagued him the past two years. their application. Write for your free eee 

Residence in Albuquerque had COPY a 

helped him, but only temporarily. a / 

He had been Senior Test Engineer > ff 

with the W. E. P. Co., Milwaukee. SS. WHITE 

. owe 
Karl P. Hanson (ME’28) is now THE S.$. WHITE DENTAL MFG. CO. INDUSTRIAL DIVISION 

head of the Mechanical Engineering a anyta: namursan cons ¢ amuneceaee 
Dept. at North Carolina State Col- wetite mumont"s ume socnitas = conmner nates motte 

lege, Raleigh. One of Americas AAAA Industrial Enterprises 
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Ne tees 3. seam 22, 1907. |, nage 26 Septum 22, 197 we cde totetn we chhae stra, 

ee Leatand Gorernment Trade Commissioner 2, Rassaroh So ow Zealand 10 Ladted, although the Departaent of Bae riidyr sate senesnk to ipeton Anal aaa Seatirie ans adurtetad Repnre’ te quis an ettee ody e 
ow Ad A more particularly in fields relating to agriculture. I believe (f) So far an T amemare, ttre are no formelitios. thar aigne tm opprvanty in tletronen ad Chontcat Kegiosrtag pee ses tsp SRT MAR rece oP beesttte a Ieostted snes (0) an apna arena ery ade 9 prometioe . 

oamatios t080 100 ant VW ‘3. (a) Now Zealand Engincors quality by graduation at University, See ° ee mn. ‘eanyene rn ‘len ie For fate uae sigbtma Cnt peste arporboe Silos Sn tence ante reeee te sean see Aegerilng your routes for pitabedmxtaried, plotres and cut beptenter 225 17. tleunste qusfleatior ab Atesitte Sectors oF He thee 1 nave aah ang edie te atfer Wat tol ante she pguee ot tees for srtinn fetitetioney many Heston, etl es le'ttel"tat't'a osiogiag a anlo af Dat apies of tees oF 
| aes goats fete, of agtaers Le nov in fore ant te Rogatration Soa cos Ea ee en iene etre ne mnt 
| trctanten! fegtocortng bulLsingy Tastitition"s exaalaatlogs referred to atover TT woul suppose Briefly, T rould not recomond any Aneriean Engineer to stgrate mcierty sceneesias tien toweteae gregaie seals ‘bo able to eciacy thant eect to tor talent Sinal's Secicie upton iaruse” "aonar ta Sn {ition reaigoestn fe tneriettSegrey sould ot SelSjornt all Heh tod fe eight Sovaey sets tot tard toa tutte ‘ceoptoa"Is tbe So canting fon 0 soratastion, Tthnagh, SHIP eh hs sells Soatouptaseed cou’esua'chth aniege Sey cltaeese be es 1 T"dages ‘tw ernted ye of tbe totter tame atest fecs'lnariea” Foto mest) etape Datfst tan bet Seaes forse | Ht gus Sueflie fre © corals wat of secant! Jasco ition, tbe Ingest beige 300,00 pop’ People to tre ured to tour snwiryadtresad 1s the Hor Zealand Lgntten tes Oa 6 RES'A'Mg'“utts elaee tu Bnop'ar 18 rien fat ue'rlge nh sotha terres wo et Roig ta Youd mote tosennty Eee eae ee (0) To sme extent tik question to aneered bores glare iE fart desfaant enys 09) sicfountInted'and enerlay tae sme Euainghcintoatee'mnters gree aot te sagt er Sethe mat Seapets ha doula tapi 1S ecto vegtstetion fone i |) lps epertangg tn atntetoh goer tsp prsene ani or aaa 18, provnts artrooey short of labour and the Ce eee eae er ee ete cinta tagtasering ins ty in prtietoy te ne tong seared tone | SSL Shh Baten eracnea (2) cratntes tmediataty out of anbook wpa receive $2,000; Sloe detinietechato'st Sutras sh atet ttl ce ai esa Fore patetden ta by Des arte tatiana, to tee ‘Hr ts years epurente 2,00) to Bb high eeoar- TE LAPiTtcttae te ue cceartalac bP eareleeaenls Stites Toameltas des ftag ocr eas eee ey tes, the salriee re $3,500 to 49,500 aos te bigot po anlried | Garters. caine coat cs Scecial roe ae nce GRADERS Pinas SP a a caer hecstan aaeboe ew Zand ts not nihiy inustretioed comty, the wot SSTEnTegertmntiS arate Pou barat Seats Anportant area nese’ bala ftarig prture fou Lan a though (2) oot of hiring te Lover inn Zetand,purtteaariytnsoter Stierta te seit cate ty eeeotane mst Un antied recuary teers (i) “saa apn“ aces cpap othat Messe. Arse ig Mracteany Smesemiely ester SHIGE eneedly Sean achor eaeftcartg ot seemed a ites Hlorsrel seioles aes cre eoreettag toe pee bb tc EMG OTED lant y"soesapertaney er coinage a eer te) tee. Sof'pnr omnis teal 2 bor pousty At oy per quar seuss En te atraes hor tees cpportasr res bt atvice te iefividait sho 

Fenty for five roomed houway fron 420. to #60. per aoathy might be interested woulu' be to axe cyectfic emulrtes, —T would suggest (8) Unttet, sonevory envtnering p2neten in Hon Zanand 2 pedalag ttl gunity of the totes (house ie trie TAt‘cIvgTOGS thant Pgineorafftt nese tthe Ausae tortees 
| Father different froa tiet to older parte of the worlds atipresent “A retrtssratgr conte $3507 4 Chevrolet stor Comiseion, Rellington, Naw Zealand, nd tint Research people should’ do Tess del ot ant x doe 67 aust Toe epee aod SePates Es so" test te eines unestatecet pram oe Ciorette aldo iteertasty waciiugtonts Gomanattion sa Blctreate Lr fre re ete ale Se res fuiv ar tanihesryoe w turetatane etter ents bo te be phonltaien'ae ett to ett tt te feast tv Seiad Shaner ot Shntllion Gy ets tint Stayed Peer torpor trertatton ay ealay tt Lato or aun oe2,605, Exetces melingtons Yes Sonlees WGerlinans wor us smear neato tee Spina iovelans Mas Tathite ttt ase tetu'toma that arvepeas Fete citersoeitris deat Sjprsiontoly #700, tote tr'te'f sua bey 97 tenses ae PERN Spee hen, SP Tania ts oeitetney the ote "tho sashes es Pntand 

(0) T woud think tat tnere would be 2tatted opportunities Slay ak etic ee Soore Belin 
} only. Prot ‘the tortiliver Industry would offer the a ~ | aoe ral assent hla. 
| ‘being required to look after bis om private affairs. On + oe J (2) No. tor Seton ea sone vary goo! ning seoola of tte 1. ames | oo ani oscn nl isk ult Tren nate ante s WEE one. recattan Ader. 

The most detailed and complete answer received by the Engineer, wherein thirty 

cent butter, twenty cent steaks, clash with $2500 Chevrolets (which are hard to get). 

“The Syrian Government only engages engineers cur survey in a manner which would have provided us 
with a good background and experience of at with much more extensive information had all the other 

. least 10 YEARS’ DURATION (our empha- representatives been able to follow suit. This letter was 
sis... Ed.).” from New Zealand and will be quoted in full. 

Australia ..... “As a gesture of good-will to Americans, . . 
: . en What conclusions can be drawn from all this infor- 

the Australian government has decided to subsidize a 
. ; mation? 

trans-Pacific steamer fares of U. S. veterans and their 

dependents who wish to settle permanently in Aus- If you (like the author) had ideas of grabbing his 
tralia. The Commonwealth Department of Labor and diploma and running off to a constructive, interesting, 
National Service is . . . making a comprehensive sur- well-paying job in some foreign land—stop dreaming!!! 
vey of industries throughout Australia. This will Your choice is very restricted. Many of us developed 
show the number and types of jobs waiting to be bloated concepts of the American Engineer. Our technical 

filled.” accomplishments are great, but there are good engineers 
“... the scheme applies only to ex-Service per- all over this globe. ‘ 
sonnel and their dependents of PURE European — 

” 
descent. SURVEY REPORT 

Union of South Africa ..... “There are openings in Some of you remember the mimeographed form that 

South Africa for all classes of men with technical was circulated in the ME 105 classes early in December, 

skill . . . there is tremendous expansion in South and perhaps wonder what some of the results of this sur- 

African industrial development generally. vey are. Much of the material is of a confidential nature, 

“... the cost of living compares favorably with but some is of general interest and we are free to print 

that in the United States. that: 
‘Ti d i ifficul n regard to visas, no difficulty should be en- : Ba . . y 5 Average wage expected upon graduation—$255.77. 

countered if the applicant has a job in the Union. In 4 a 3 ae 5 . . . . Major dislike of some companies: “Too big. A man 
this connection, you should write to the South Afri- «99 . . could get lost and never be heard from again. 
can Legation, 3101 Massachusetts Ave., Washington, 

D.C. Wage expectations ran from $190 to $500 per month. 
“Travel costs are not borne by the Union govern- (A recent survey of graduates from the University of Cali- 

ment...” fornia school of engineering showed actual salaries were 
In this category, there was one letter which answered between $250 and $260 per month to start.) 
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At RCA Exhibition Hall, radio, television, and electronics are on parade in fascinating new exhibits 

un a. ow o e . . 

World’ Fair of radio-electronic wonders... Sontinue Your sducstion 
with pay—at RCA 

og cge Z ‘ 
RCA Exhibition Hell Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 

Victor—one of the world’s foremost manu- 
facturers of radio and electronic products 
—offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 

100,000 visitors every month—that’s radio waves heat steel red-hot ina jiffy. well-rounded training and experience at gd ? a good salary with opportunities for’ ad- 
how people have responded to the ex- Hear the newest RCA Victor record- vancement. Here are only five of the many | 

citing new RCA Exhibition Hall in ings. Take home a souvenir message projects sw iiehsoffer unusualspromise: 
oO — . o © Development and design of radio re- 

Radio City. from globe-encircling RCA Communi- ceivers (including broadcast, short wave 
# « 2 Dat. apen t . . o> a FM circuits, television, a = 

Like a “World’s Fair,” this is a place cations—see Radiomarine’s radar and Oe and ;phono 

where you can watch, and even oper- learn exactly how the NBC Network © Advanced development and design of 
wpe # » | AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F 

ate, many recent developments of RCA operates to bring its “Parade of Stars induction heating, mobile communications 

Laboratories. Television, radio, loran, to your home. cquipments-relay, grates: : R © Design of component parts such as 

the electron microscope, and other Conveniently located in the heart of coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 
santana fe Pet sey rcnncmenn bie > adi « . . © Development and design of new re- 

scientific achievements . . . you'll find Radio City—at 40 West 49th Street— | coraine and reproducing methods. 
them “on show,” fully explained, and RCA Exhibition Hall is open 11 a.m. & Desuan: of receiving), power; <enthode: 

“ae ; . L ray, gas and photo tubes. 

thrilling to see. to 9 p.m. daily; everyone is welcome, Write today to National Recruiting Divi- 
For instance: step ona platform and there is no admission charge. Radio sion, RGA Victor, Camden, New Jersey. 

televise yourself, see yourself in action Corporation of America, RCA Build- Also many opportunities for Mechanical ) Se : HON | and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 
on a real television screen. Watch ing, Radio City, New York 20, N.Y. 

@ RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
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P, GLOWING TRIBUTET | Es es te, 
TO CABLE FITNESS | | eh 7@caies ? a 

Is a cable covering flameproof? Will it resist high tem- a : gz _ 

peratures when it comes to actual service? so is 

Long before a cable is manufactured, questions like & Y z 

these are answered in the Okonite laboratories, proving " ee _ an 

ground and in various testing departments of the Se 

Okonite plants. The picture above shows a flame test. A ; / 

The measured current that makes the coils glow makes it oo... ite ' 4 

possible to reproduce test after test without variation. i ee ‘ 

The Okonite Company, Passaic, New Jersey. \ 

Two of the many thermocouples used in measuring en- 

5238 gine temperatures (arrows). One is in the form of a plug 

im -) K 0 he i T E eR which screws into cooling system; other is imbedded in a 

7 . : | special gasket for spark plug number one. 

_ insulated wires and cables _ 
did, however, say that the purpose of the research is “to 

TH E Fl N EST STE FL TAP E promote more safe, economical, and efficient truck trans- 

portation.” 

= L U F K | N In line with this, plans are being laid for the following 

my future studies: Investigation of fuel consumption of com- 

AX tk 3) petitive two-wheel drive trucks at various speeds and 

he Oly - ‘ Ay ANCHOR loads, measurement of full throttle acceleration and draw- 

Cr ye S ay bar pull, block tests of the various truck components, 

> Ss a ae CHROME CLAD studies with torquemeters installed in the driving wheels, 

4 i } a 74 and studies of the slip angles at the front and rear as a 

4 i ! ¢ l/ i, : i means of determining the effect of type of drive, loading 

Cae i f surface, anti-skid devices, and weather on stability of a 

| ae Le The Lufkin “Anchor” Regarding difficulties encountered thus far, Mr. Easton 

_ a J ec M ele M CML] 1 had the following comments: “Our initial fuel consump- 

se 3 vs eu ie Se ies tion tests were conducted on state route 30 about 10 miles 

aa Ris sie seagate Cet uo east of the city limits of Madison. Because the differences 

Vie. i half nasi eae we were measuring were so small, they were obscured by 

rough usage. Coated with the irregularities caused by variations in grade from 0.1 

Sm TT) : NLS USCS ECh MCU ey to 0.7 per cent. Thus the decision to conduct these tests 

MARKINGS SE et OT at Spring Green where the grade is 0.0 per cent.” This 

Aaa LCI h » Neco mre Ug should be of interest to civil engineers. 
4 ings are easy to read, 

a RE Rg The pet of the project at the present time is a multi- 

\ eee ae ae channel oscillograph and amplifier which will be used as 

(UEKIN > Nii aI ae {Ut oro the indicating and recording instrument in many of the 

SAGINAW, MICH., studies. Cradling this concentrated bit of gadgetry in his 

FOR DUORABILITY New York City. arms, Mr. Miller, the electrical engineer said, “It’s hard 

to realize that I have the price of two new Studebaker 

Champions right here in my hands.” 
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IN THE GARDEN! 

AST YEAR a Michigan truck- that will mean sure death for all 

L gardener planted part of his harmful weeds. 

acreage in carrots. The carrots Hundreds of other products are 

came up but so did the weeds— also under development by Stand- 
so thick and fast that it looked as ay dresearch men.We already make 

if he would have to re-plow and more than 2,000 petroleum prod- 

re-seed. ucts, but new vistas are opening 

Then he discovered one of up which will lead to many more. 

Standard’s new selective petro- Standard’s research expendi- 

leum weed-killers. He sprayed it tures increase year by year. 

on. The weeds died and the car- Throughout our company, the 

rots thrived. He sold the carrots Unknown is under attack on all 

for $5,000, more than 50 times fronts. Results are good; prog- 
the cost of the weed-killer. ress is being made. 

Right now, in Standard’s labo- Every year recruits from col- 

ratories, research is increasing the _leges of science and engineering 

murderous efficiency of these join the veterans at Standard, 

herbicides. Eventually there may and new objectives are won. This 

be a Standard petroleum product __ will be true again in 1948. 

Standard Oil Company 
(INDIANA) 

| SLD 
BiG) 
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S I H i hl i ht 

by E. Robinson m’49 

E, Zimmerman e’49 

BACTERIA INCREASE it thrives best in salt-water brine, cracking large molecules aids in 

OIL WELL YIELDS likes high temperatures, and cannot making the oil more fluid. 

Doctor Claude ZoBell, marine live in the presence of either light Through the use of this bacteria 

bactetiologise at the Series Insti- or air. It has been named by Dr. the old oil fields which have ceased 

tute of Oceanography, LaJolla, Cali- ZoBell Desulfovibrio Halohydro- to flow can again be put into use, 

fonia:. has been gravel U S Pats carbonoclasticus because of the fore- and vastly merease our potential 

NG b 7.413.278 . going conditions and because it feeds supply of oil at a comparatively 
ent Number 2,413, on putting lf as found, in oil small cost. This method is also use- 
b . le to. tnerease: oil well on sulfur compounds found in oil, ° = : 
acteria to work to increas d \ he | 1 ful in lowering the undesirable sul- 
4 Id The ‘ s d the and apparently on the larger mole- - . . . 

yields. The patent is assigned to the te . fur content in oil. The unique prop- 

American Petroleum Institute, which cules of the oil itself. Its multiple erties of this micro-organism lend 

: < « Lass bs actions release oil from the grip of 3 : a 
in turn has dedicated it “to the pub- itself to decreasing the cost of re- 

lic throughout the world.” rock pores and sand ‘eeewices, These fain? 

Since the micro-organism used is actions are: Generating acid, which 

a comparative newcomer to bacterial dissolves limestone, which thereby 

science, it has not yet received a enlarges the flow channels. Lower- MAGNETIC ALLOYS 

scientific name. It belongs to the ing surface tension, which makes the During th ti 
. rin ar ni 

genus Desulfovibrio. Conditions oil more free to flow. Producing alfes 8 an _ & eibich aff ade 

: : : was a i s 
prevailing in deep oil wells are par- CO:, thus increasing the oil push- a” en sili c £ ‘ ooo 

ticularly suited to this organism, for ing gas-pressure, and its action in & maximum, permeabiNty: Ob heen 
000 as compared to about 100,000 

ees for the best previously available ma- 

é * terial. The alloy, which contains 

partners in creating 79% nickel, has already been used 

in considerable quantity in appara- 

K & E drafting instruments, equipment and materials tus supplied to the U. S. Navy. Its 

have been partners of leading engineers for 80 years use in communications transformers 

in shaping the modern world. So extensively are these has ‘been found. co permit a three 

products used by successful men, it is self-evident that Sat 3 o fo P 
K & E has played a part in the completion of nearly old MASTESSe the range of fre- 

every American engineering project of any magnitude. quencies transmitted. Interest in 

Ke magnetic amplifiers and frequency 

rN — ae s multipliers using saturating nickel- 

Tasca Entree en iron cores is growing rapidly. 

Mooring Tere. [Ie C : 

a, ~~ a yp EARTH’S MAGNETISM 
e a e J i "4 , (Sept. ’47 Science Digest) 

~ RS - rr new law of nature that the 

a i. 4 we FP \ 2 _ earth may be a magnet sole!y be- 
_ . 1 : oe : a” og 

— - — ie cause it is so large and is spinning 

[a 3 . ~_ . around its axis at high speed has 

: 4 / —. been put forward by the British 
3 : ) | os cosmic-ray expert, Prof. P. M. S. 

; 4 _ Blackett. If this law becomes ac- 

cepted, then magnetism may be con- 

: sidered just another fundamental 

property of all matter. All the ele- 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. ments, not just iron, steel, and co- 

WORK! HOGOMEN, N. balt, could be capable of producing 

wc htceee * St: Coule ®* Detralt magnetic fields if this is true. 
San Francisco * Los Angeles * Montreal (continued on page 35) 
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Rubber accelerators lead the way ——— 
. ke a ee 4 

to new agricultural fungicides a 
B. L. Richards, Jr. Ph.D., Cornell '44, and A. H. 
Goddin, M.S., University of West Virginia '32, 

Vulcanization accelerators for rubber made from ethylenediamine and mor- _ est efficiency of “Parzate” fungicide in control 
and agricultural fungicides would seem pholine. In this phase of the work, or- af tomate late blight and bean rust. Equipment 
to have little in common. But the wide ganic chemists played an important is specially designed laboratory spray chamber. 

variety of interests of men in the Du role by suggesting various derivatives . 
Pont organization sometimes result in and preparing them for tests. Later, in blight on potatoes and tomatoes. Tetra- 
outstanding developments from such cases where proper dispersion and ad- methylthiuram disulfide, (CH;),NC 
apparently unrelated products. herence of the compounds to plants were (S)-S-S-C(S)N(CHs)2, is used in two 

A rubber chemist suggested to a plant important, the skill of physical chemists compositions, as ‘‘Arasan”’ disinfectant 

pathologist that derivatives of dithio- was called upon. for seeds and “Tersan” fungicide for 

carbamic acid, NH:-C(S)SH, parent In general, the compounds of greater turf diseases. oo 
substance of a well-known group ofrub- _ chemical stability were found to be less Overall, the derivatives of these 
beraccelerators, be tested asinsecticides. effective. Fungicidal efficiency dimin- groups of compounds proved to be out- 

His suggestion was based on the possi- ished with increase in size of alkyl radi- standing as fungicides, rather than as 
bility that sulfur combined in this form cal, and as aryl radicals were substituted insecticides. Although a marked degree 
might be more effective than free sulfur, for alkyl. Thus the unusual situation of specificity for different pests was 
a recognized insecticide. developed that with the exception of characteristic of the members of this 

Entomologists and plant pathologists the bisethylene (dithiocarbamates), the series, it is interesting to note that all 
investigated the fungicidal as well as first and simplest products tested, the three were highly effective. This work 
the insecticidal properties of this methyl derivatives, proved to be the offers still another example of how the 
group. One of the first compounds test- best fungicides. breadth of interest in a company like 

ed, sodium dimethyldithiocarbamate, Tron and zinc dimethyldithiocarbam- Du Font ean Jead {0 worthwhile de» 
(CH;)2N-C(S)SNa, even in dilutions ates, (CH,),NC(S)-S-M-S-(S)CN velopments. 

of 1:30,000, was found to be a powerful (CHs)s, are now sold as ‘‘Fermate” fun- 
fungicide, but somewhat injurious to gicide and ‘“‘Zerlate’”’ fungicide respec- ———————— 
plant life. tively, for control of fungous diseases of . 

This led to a systematic program of many fruit and vegetable crops, to- Questions College Men ask 
research including other metallic salts, bacco, flowers and other ornamentals. about working with Du Pont 
the ethyl, propyl, butyl, phenyl, and Zinc ethylenebis (dithiocarbamate), 
other aryl derivatives of the dithiocar- Zn(-SC(S) NHCH.CH.NH(S)CS-), 
bamates and thiuram mono- and di- marketed as ‘‘Parzate’’ fungicide, has 

sulfides, and the related compounds specific action in the control of late What are tho cpportunities 

for research) men? 
Field testing of promising fungicides, including ““Parzate” formulations, for control of tomato late blight. rr ikea 

OO en qualified for fundar:ental or applied re- 
: ee search are offered unusual opportunities in 
eee eS ____acilities and funds. Investigations in the 

Good be i ee fields of organic, inorganic and physical 
er ae Se ee chemistry, biology, parasitology, plant path- es ’ 5 a. ~~  — = =e logy andengineering suggest the wide range 

aoe oe we a 3S if activities. Write for booklet, “The Du 
a 3 A) See ee OF ee age = Pont Company and the College Graduate,” 

FSA | Gece ee 67 ees 2521.4 Nemours Building, Wilmington 98, 
a: La we a Gea wa a | yeammoanes Delaware. 

(Ss fae | ween oe oe 

: : a ae : ik ae ee = 
‘ ee 4 i Mi ras oe a ae ae a = or 

os Ow “ z se 1a — 
ER Le use ae Saja I — ee ee BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

pea a - beaks pn en EE Ne ge Ee ee a ... THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

os e é oe ee Ge Pane te RE SPO eee More facts about Du Pont — Listen to “Cavalcade 
_ we ~~ ee eee . pe of America,” Mondays, 8 P.M., EST on NBC 

: (ee Oe ee ee ee : . a a ee 
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Tl Ral = Campus Highlight 
PROVES (continued from page 18) 

Ivanized lowed with a short response on be- nal. Toastmaster for the occasion 
Galvanized zinc-coaten) Sheets half of the newly initiated class. was Mr. Pat Norris of the Johns- 

Stay Stronger Longer Serving ably as toastmaster, Prof. Manville Corporation. 

. . Ralph J. Harker’s guiding hand Initiates included: W. K. De- 

SE? warmly welcomed the new initiates haven, F. F. Hansen, A. J. Haus- 

ea mee to the Brotherhood of Pi Tau Sigma. laden, W. A. Ullman, C. Warren, 

od re. | a << f LOW BLOWS G. J. Anderson, G. H. Buelow, R. 
ae ak BEWARE. It doesn’t pay to sleep E. Cech, A. J. Cooke, W. R. Cor- 

ee a 7 aa during those class movies any more. zilius, G. R. Creedle, T. E. De 
Ce : —— . 

ae = * evaier eS hea Ts Jerry Kroot, EE 3, the local photo- Pauw, F. S. Dreher, A. R. Ebi, H. ‘ oe fe : 
: fiend, is sneaking around and taking D. Goodman, M. L. Grien, H. 

Teor Vuh lememgacgn ebm candid shots with a flash gun. The Holtzman, C. A. Halla, K. P. Jo- 

nized sheets, this Tennessee con- complaints so far registered by nap- hannes, W. H. Kissinger, C. W. 

gentzating plant of the A/Z Company: ping students are largely over loss Korndoefer, G. H. Montemayor, J. 

than 3 decades of service. Painted of sleep rather than the necessity E. Scott, N. J. Stickney, H. L. 

with Gray Metallic Zinc Paint in 1932. of explaining their pose to the in- Wyckoff, R. G. Young, C. F. Dick- 

structor. ert, D. V. Dodge, D. D. Fell, R. K. 

pel { | | ETA KAPPA NU Ausbourne, R. S. Donaldson, D. 

wd hs me . Dick Lathrop seemed a little wor- Golden, S. R. Lange, A. B. Pagel, 
pee ese ss P 

: <a syenune = ried as he delivered his prize win- E. P. Young, R. L. Foss, D. A. 

B qeey ail ning essay entitled, “L and S, Here Plautz, L. A. Zuchowski, F. R. Noll. 

is mn y eh i = nC uh I Come” to the Theta Chapter of . 

ec ae COUNT Lac Eta Kappa Nu, national Electrical > = gaia 

In building for the future, look Engineering Honorary fraternity, at 4 ee : 

to the past for proof of a build- their initiation ceremony on Wed- (a a 
ing material's strength .. . du- d ing. D ber 3rd. N ’ en oe 
rability .. . service. With gal- eee eee eee ee. | oo Ss 
vanized (zinc-coated) roofing phytes in the organization include: a —_ : 

and siding, you get the strength Gayle Adams, Richard Ausborne, by ie , we , 

of steel . .. the rust protection Theodore Bernstein, John Conley, a a = , 

of Zinc. So for low-cost, long- Arthur Cooke, Thomas DePauw, tt ...DUlUlUC Om 
time service, choose the build- 5 ‘ ss. . 
: : , David Fell, Sidney Gunderson, Roy ——-_— Ue Pe 
ing material that’s proved by . ; aise a. ow pe 
TIME itself . . . galvanized Hyink, Richard Jacobson, William ol ae - 

sheets. Send coupon for infor- Kissinger, Richard Lathrop, Frank _— oN | - 

mation about Zinc and how it Noll, Gordon Osterhaus, David ll 
help ke buildi . aes a | > 

sad ep va oe I ings Rice, Robert Sagen, George Scholes, as 77 Ce 
and equipment stronger longer. and Harvey Wyckoff. im @ SN 

CINSTIZG is” eg After the ceremony the fraternity Thelma Estrin 

208 yest gue f sconcay in treated the new initiates to a ban- Latest Tau Beta Pi bad i inae 

UGGS ESTE EETE | quer at the Wooden Bowl. Prof (women are not admitted to fall 
Clagett of the Biochemistry depart- : ° ° 

j membership) is Mrs. Thelma A. 
AMERICAN ZINC INSTITUTE ment addressed the group, speaking 5 ; : 

n the International Aspects of Sci Betis, @'aGr Pisvetip, iaegered ex: ; oO! ional - : i : : Room 2634 + 35 E. Wacker Dr. Chicago 1, Ill. one Profercon Berets eo perience as an engineering assistant 

1 . for Radio Receptor Corporation, and 
FREE BOOKLETS EE department served as toast- «aye . i 

° master as a civilian radio mechanic for the 

Peres g : Army Air F he h 
I Send me without cost or obligation the ! TAU BETA PI ‘ Fay ey ett opes fo ‘wore 
| illustrated booklets I have checked. 1 INITIATION in the field of electronic applica- 

1 ; i ! tions to medicine after she receives 
CO Repair Manual on Galvanized Roof- | a P 

I ing and Siding ' . Tau Beta Pi, honorary engineer- her master’s degree in electrical en- 

| CJ Facts about Galvanized Sheets ! ng fraternity, held its formal initi- gineering. While maintaining her 

| (1 Use of Metallic Zinc Paint to Protect ! ation at the Capital Hotel on. a 2.76 grade point, she has taught in 

| Metal: Surlaces i day, Dec. 9. The program: include the Physics department and is now 

| Name _________________ i a welcome to the initiates by Pres. a laboratory instructor in the Elec- 

| Address \ V.V. Holmes, a response a init: trical Engineering department. She 

| Tow. “Stato ate N. J. Stickney and a talk by is also a member of AIEE and IRE. 

| _________..... ed Roundy Coughlin of the State Jour- (centinued of Paze-38) 
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8 ‘ag o6 A | A Se 

| eee ——=s«CNNATIONNAALLELLECCTRICC 
a | Gols i THE COMPLETE LINE OF 

vy =... sss LL 

Wieder tbe tee ice Sold nationally through electrical wholesalers 

gn... eK your deaier for both, | WamenGdi cieciri¢c 2 ie ee ee tS |_ wn tg ehlhmhlUhUhmhhmhmUmUmCm 

CIETICE ELIGHUIGHES 6 6 5 oie iam sae 

It has been known that the earth’s tation. TRANSFORMER CORE 

magnetic field could not result from In 1928:, two: sciefitists gotated a COMPOSITION 

the great masses of iron inside the os ‘ What might well be called a modi- 
copper sphere (about six inches in ealed : 

earth, because—even though there ; : ; fied glycerine-litharge cement is used 
: diameter) at 200 rpm in an attempt 
is a great deal of iron in the earth’s : od by H. J. Benner and A. M. Hadley 

to verify a similar theory. When . " . 
core—the iron at the core is at tem- : in the cores of tuned, intermediate 

. they obtained no measurable results, 7 , 
peratures which do not permit mag- they abandoned the experiment. The transformers for radio equipment. 

netic properties. x 3 As described in U. S. Patent 2,413,- 
experiment was bound to fail, for by : dered he f 

As reported to the British Royal Blackett’s formula, any body which atk iron Is powdered to the hneness 
Society, Prof. Blackett bases his could be spun in a laboratory would of Hours Two parts of this imoneare 

theory on two important observa- have to rotate so fast to produce a mixed with one part of litharge and P' P ffici | : d h 
tions: measurable field that it would fly sulficient glycerine; to ender” ithe 

1M f th > to pieces. Ultra sensitive magnetic composition pasty when first mixed | 

eld chon ch, . eis (eee vit field indicators would aid scientists and non-brittle when hardened. The netic field shows that it is like that in verifying this theory paste is poured or injected into the 
of the earth wie allowances are ee transformer housing, and the coils 
made for the sun’s greater mass and. SE and condensers are placed in the 

slower rate of rotation. NICKEL-SILVER ALLOYS correct position to obtain the de- 
2. Measurement of the star 78 . . . sired characteristics. The iron-lith- 

wae ey a gs . . Nickel-silver alloys, particularly . a 
Virginis indicates that it, too, is . “ . . arge-glycerine composition hardens 

closely proportional to that of the those with 187% nickel, are being in a few hours without change of 

earth and sun, when allowances are used for springs in telephone and volume, so that the space relation- 

made for its mass and speed of ro- electrical equipment. ship of the coils is maintained. 
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D I E I I 

{continued from page 13) 

may have to indicate the test data which must be and increases his understanding of the entire design 

obtained to supplement the design computations. picture. 

(b) Supervision of design calculations. Except in the (f) Contact with other departments. Within his own 

very small company, the design engineer will do company, the designer is in constant touch with pro- 

little routine calculation. Usually such work will duction, experimental, and service problems, and 

be turned over to people hired especially for this with the men in these various departments. 

purpose; however, he must understand and super- (g) Contact with specialists. A designer must often de- 

vise all computations. pend upon experts in such fields as metallurgy, hy- 

(c) Experimental testing. It is often possible for a man draulics, mathematics, or stress analysis. These con- : 

to work on the design, test, and experimental manu- sultations, whether with men in or outside of his 

facture of a particular project. This arrangement company, increase his engineering knowledge and 

background. 

2 ae a Mere (h) Routine duties. As in any other branch of engi- 

ao tee ar ow. ' neering, the design engineer must spend a portion 

ee we =e “4 aN of his time doing such things as making out reports, 
eo , «ee i a ss : so 

* “ SN d ae signing drawings, authorizing changes, and han- 
\ . i - : a : 
\ atl * WAN es dling paper work in general. This can be kept to 
AON & \ ro ed : 
“A * : ae a minimum, but seems to bea necessary evil. 

: a > Regarding the qualities which a successful designer must 

a / Ve —_ 4 ‘ possess, a good technical and practical background is 

Pr. fs 4 cat) essential; but more than this, he must possess sound judg- 

bo 4 * -~ : ae aE ment so necessary in making design decisions. He must be 

ie 4 t % ' dws i able to simplify. He must incorporate, by compromise, as 

5 . ian, fe many desirable features and as few undesirable features i) y 
% yo as possible. Further, he should be able to sift the practical 

‘ a : ideas from the impractical, and to integrate all considera- 

‘ , tions into the optimum result. 

: A ‘ 2 es 

Dynamic testing being performed on a flywheel dynamo- a ao 
meter. This simulates conditions encountered by Jand- : ieee ee 

ing gear. ee is 
nay 2 eS eli, 
Ne SLED, as ne a Pog S 

. . es sr 
obviously has many advantages, both to the engi- a : 

a ae 
neer and to the company, when it can be success- é Gas ON i 

fully applied. Se Le hy 

(d) Investigation of new methods. Often the designer "i ee ie Bea 

is faced with unique problems for which he must =e ee Fe Se 

. : : Vien te oy fe C3 
find a solution. This may involve development of : y ae —- Ry . 

original equations, and a continual survey of the > mace oad i a Be 

technical publications in his particular field. New Be Mod oN 

processes of manufacture, new engineering matert- ae ne - ni q ei 

als, and new products of all kinds which may be 
all in i : WE hich ‘ These wheel spokes show the growth of con- 

utilized in his work, are all factors which must be toured tension patterns a3 the load is increased. 
considered if design procedure is to keep pace with 

industrial progress. Finally, but perhaps most important of all, a designer 

(e) Contact with vendors. Part of the designer’s time must possess originality of thought. The thinking through 

is spent in dealing with vendors or sub-contracting of new designs and the application of original ideas can 

manufacturers. This meeting of people outside of be a source of personal satisfaction, and of perpetual inter- 

his own company broadens the designet’s viewpoint est, so apt to be lacking in many en ineering jobs. 
pany 8 P P & y eng BJ 
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N = T = A ” T = I = C 

by C. Strasse e’49 

“I fell over fifty feet!” Grandma says: “Holding a boy’s hand used to be an 
“And you mean to tell me you weren’t hurt?” offense—now it’s a defense.” 

“No, I was getting off a Madison bus.” * * x 
* * * 

Ai ical wife i husb; 5 
A man’s eyes are like a bird . . . They flit from limb B economical wite Is one a alaatlaer lila 

. darned thing after another. 
to limb. 

‘ % 5 * * * 

“I’m always ill the day before a journey.” “Were you ever in the state ‘pen’?” 

“Then why don’t you go a day earlier?” Why no, what makes you ask?” 
* * * “Well why is that number 394862 on your back?” 

Breathes there a man with soul so dead, “Oh that’s where my wife hit me with the car while 

Who never turned around and said: “Not bad.” I was holding the garage door open.” 
* * x * * * 

A new and complete lunch wagon has been made of A typical co-ed was being shown through the railroad 
aluminum alloys and weighs only 425 pounds. Of course shops. 

it is only a light lunch wagon. “And here,” said her guide, “we have the locomotive 
* * * 1? boiler. 

Seventeen . . . the age when a girl puts away her doll “But why do they boil locomotives?” she asked. 
—and becomes one. “To keep the engine tender,” he replied. 

ok * * o* * ok . 

Three slightly deaf old men were riding on an old Love starts when she sinks in your arms and ends with 
noisy train in England. As they neared a city one asked: in the sink 

“Ts this Wembly?” your arms in the sink. 

* * * 
“No,” replied the second, “this is Thursday.” 
ia ee : = ez : ” When Bobby came back from his first dancing lesson ‘So am I,” put in the third, “let’s stop and have one. : . 

* ¥ * he was asked how he liked it. 
« + ” . « : 

“For two pins,” said the wolf, “I'd stop this car and ‘Aw it’s easy, he replied. All you have to do is turn 

Kiss you! around and keep wiping your feet. 

“Here take these,” said the girl, “my hair will come * * * 

undone anyway.” Wife: “I see that in some parts of India a good wife 

* * * can be bought for two dollars. Isn’t that awful?” 

Customer: “Waiter, what’s wrong with these eggs?” Husband: “Oh I don’t know, a good wife would be 

Waiter: “Don’t ask me, I only laid the table.” worth it.” 
* * * * * * 

Question: “Do you know why the little bee buzzes?” He: “Do you smoke?” 

Answer: “You’d buzz, too, if some one stole your She: “No, I don’t smoke.” 

honey and nectar.” He: “Do you drink?” 

* * * She: “No, I don’t drink.” 

Ske: “I’m having a book published by Simon and Sh.” He: “Do you neck?” 
He: “Who’s Sh?” She: “No, I don’t neck.” 

She: “He’s the silent partner.” He: “Well, what do you do?” 

* * * She: “TI tell lies.” 

“I was shot in the leg in Africa,” said the vet. * * = 
“Have a scar?” Diner: “I’ll have a dollar dinner please.” 

“No, thanks, I don’t smoke.” = Waitress: “On wheat or rye?” 
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CAMPUS HIGHLIGHTS : 
| | 
| 

(continued from page 34) ! 

| 
Kappa Eta Kappa After graduating from Cornell ters. At Allen Bradley, the entire | 

Meeting as a body for the first University in 1918, Mr. vonWening group lunched as guests of the com- | 

time since 1942, members of Kappa spent 21 years with the Continental pany. Mr. J. J. Mellon, chief engi- | 
Eta Kappa, Electrical Engineering Illinois National Bank and Trust neer of Allen Bradley, gave a talk 

fraternity, assembled at Lawrence, Company of Chicago, Illinois. He on the products made by the com- 

Kansas, over Thanksgiving weekend left that organization to join the pany, and mentioned objects of in- | 

to hold their National Convention. A. O. Smith Corporation in 1940 terest to be observed on the tour. 

Those attending from the Wiscon- as assistant to the president. At the The tour was exceptionally well con- 

sin Delta chapter included: Mer- present time he is a Vice-President ducted, the most interesting part 

vine Oleson, Chapter President; and Controller of that Corporation, being the inspection of the depart- 

Mike Larson, Vice-Pres. of National and is also a Director and member ment making carbon resistors under 
Organization in charge of expan- of the Executive Committee. He is the trade name of “Ohmite.” 

sion; Richard Kraunt; John Gemlo; also a director of several other com- Arriving at A. O. Smith about 

and LaVerne Stelter. panies. half an hour late, the group was 

KHK is bowling them over in the Throughout the more than 70 unable to make the tour of the | 

Wisconsin Union of late. The fra- years of its existence, the A. O. plant but was conducted through 

ternity team has not only been win- Smith Corporation has placed a the display auditorium. Here they 
ning their bowling matches with great emphasis upon engineering in received a.very informative talk on 

other campus groups, but has been the development and improvement the company’s production methods 

taking them by all three games of of its products. This fact places by Mr. G. R. Allen. All expenses of 

the evening. Twice the team has Mr. vonWening in an advantageous the trip were paid by AIEE with 

also walked off with individual high position to discuss the place of the arrangements made by AIEE Chair- 
scores and team high score. engineer in industry. man Arthur Falk. 

Prof. M. O. Withey, dean of the The program was planned by the Triangle-Kappa Eta Kappa 

College of Engineering, spoke to the Engineering Lectures Committee. Santa, presents, Christmas tree, 
local ASME chapter on the Profes- FREE, FREE and approximately seventy-five cou- 

sional Status of the Engineer at the Need an airplane? Rumor has it ples from the two fraternities were 

meeting of the local student chapter that the University would part with all gayly mixed into a grand party 
on Tuesday evening. December 9th. the P51 in the Steam and Gas Lab- on Friday evening, December 19th, 

Refreshments were served after the oratory. The only catch is that the as KHK and Triangle fraternities 

talk. fighter plane doesn’t go through entertained in their traditional 

Engineering Lectures the twelve foot exit which is the Christmas Dance. Will Harold’s 

Engineers are “all over the place” only gateway to the outdoors. So if orchestra furnished the music and 
said Mr. A. vonWening, of the A. you feel like tearing things apart, Professors Ben G. Elliott and Kurt 

O. Smith Corporation in Milwaukee, put in your bid. F. Wendt were chaperons. 
as he addressed the Engineering ES a a a Big Wally Griskavich from Tri- 
students on the “Place of the Engi- ~AIEE FIELD TRIP angle, complete with pillows, beard, 

neer in Industry” in the Union Fifty-six electrical engineering stu- and red suit, fooled the youngsters 

Theater on Friday morning, Decem- dents, accompanied by Professor J. present and distributed the gift fa- 

ber 5th. During his talk Mr. von- C. Weber and Assistant Professor vors. In charge of the affair were 

Wening outlined the functions of J. R. Hafstrom, inspected three Rex Roe from Kappa Eta Kappa, 

business and said that Engineers prominent Milwaukee plants on De- and Art Bukovich and Dick Wilson 

are present in all of the depart- cember 5, 1947. Despite bad travel- from Triangle. 

ments including: Sales, Manufactur- ing conditions, the group arrived at Triangle 

ing, Engineering, and even Finance Cutler-Hammer by 9:30 A.M., where Triangle fraternity entertained a 

and Auditing. He impressed the Mr. R. A. Hoffman and five assist- group of engineering students at a 

group with the idea that education ants conducted them throughout the rushee smoker at the Chapter House 
is an endless process and that a plant. Especially interesting were on Wednesday evening, December 
young man must continually learn if the moulding operations, the endur- 3rd. Movies were shown and re- 

he strives for a high place in indus- ance testing room, and a demonstra- freshments served. Stan Jeselun was 
try. tion lecture on their gas calorime- in charge of arrangements. 
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COMPLeEssOr 66 6 coins fon ose 

of each lobe. As the rotor expands radially the fiber is ENGINE POWER 
worn away, developing the required clearance. These two 130 aac, _ 

improvements give minimum clearances, consequently 2/120 | | | 
maximum efficiency without damage to parts or too diffi- Zz j rt ft] | aan 

cult a manufacturing problem. Noisy operation because ey) "to + s 

of straight rotors, mentioned in the foregoing paragraph, gq} i090 Cooke oT | 
has been overcome by using a relief bore in the main bores ° I] | ft UK | 4-1 

on the outlet port, so that actually the chamber opens ¢ ad | || 7 

gradually to the port. The clearance between = 80 248 _ iL 

the meshing lobes of the rotors must be consistent. This 5 | Lal Le R p j 
depends, first of all, on accurate machining of rotors, and, Zz 79 _ Lac] an ae 
secondly, on accurate machining and timing of gears. The | 60 > — 
gears are timed on the shafts and held in position by keys. 38] 59 i i-T |] tt 

To take care of manufacturing discrepancies, one of the | rl itil Lt 
helical gears is made in two parts, a shell and a hub. The 3 40 

two parts are doweled and bolted together with a shim 49 50 60 10: 80 90 100 
between. This shim can be varied in thickness. This moves ENGINE SPEED;/7¢ OF MAXIMUM 

the shell and consequently the axial position of the gear. | 

On a helical gear this axial movement changes the radial 

position and consequently the timing of the gears. The 3, ENGINE TORQUE useing aenity) 
gears, being keyed to the shafts, remain in this adjusted Zz 130 Por Ty 

position (Figure 3). Anti-friction bearings are employed z 120 ee Juechonsnoep_| 

in the unit, a double row ball bearing on the gear end and rt tt tt) Pee 
a roller bearing on the closed end. The roller bearing is 2 M19 rt ty yt Er 

used to allow for temperature expansion of the rotor z 100 Lt [|] { | 

au, PCC 
Jett Ee 

te mem, si.) Pitt 2 e x we 

Se werit«i‘i‘iéK : We SCC 
: Suk i oo OO a 50 
ae Lo —— ey ee rPELEPeLeLe ee 
a 4 Z geome I rl 40 

eo i Le —— et 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
ae Se ea Cm ENGINE SPEED, © OF MAXIMUM 

Sg of ee tl | ak - a Figure 4— Performance curves for a four cycle Diesel 

oe a= co : z engine, illustrating advantages gained from use of a com- 

aoe oa a | peel Se pressor for supercharging. 

Ba = RP a 7 a : type compressor is employed extensively on Diesel en- 

: ; a iy, : a sea gines, on the two-cycle engine for scavenging and 

: on the four-cycle for supercharging. Figure 4 shows per- 

Figure 3 — Gear set, showing spe- formance curves which illustrate the advantages of the use 
cial gear design for ease in timing. : 3 : 

of a compressor for supercharging on a Diesel engine. 

Definite advantages of this design exist over other con- The Roots type compressor has definite advantages 
structions. The same standard parts can be used on a_ which have been recognized. However, problems still 

number of different sized units. By using different lengths exist, particularly in the production of the unit. Cost of 

of rotor and shaft assemblies and housings but the same production is relatively high because of the many precision 

end plates, gears, bearings, and drive parts, units of differ- parts required for efficiency. New and improved designs, 

ent capacities can be built. both in product and processes of manufacture, will, to a 

The two-lobed rotor type compressors are used in appli- certain extent, solve this problem, making possible an even 

cations where a great quantity of air is needed; a good greater use of the compressor. Its use on small gasoline 

example is the use on blast furnaces and cupolas. It is also engines, particularly in the autorzotive field, is a goal con- 

used for the transmission of liquids. The three-lobed  stantly being strived for. 
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Science Highlights . 0. «vin ss» 
PNEUMATIC FATIGUE that it will undoubtedly have wide 1,000,000 mark, A.T.C. engineers 

TESTER industrial application. standardized on “Z” Nickel for the 

Breaking, twisting and bending arena shock absorber. Tests and field re- 
hard metals with compressed air is TIMES OPERATIONS FROM ports now show that more than 5,- 

the new method developed to deter- 14 OF A SECOND TO 60 HOURS 000,000 operations fail to put “Z” 

mine the strength of metals and WITHIN .005 ACCURACY Nickel “on the canvas.” 

alloys. In the Series ‘2800” Industrial 

An air-pressure machine, the op- Timer, built by the Automatic Tem- TO 

erating principle of which is similar perature Control Company, Inc., of MINIATURE PLANE RADIO 

to that of a slide trombone, is used Philadelphia, a synchronous motor- Storm-proof transmission to air- 

to vibrate metals and alloys at their driven mechanism is coupled to a port towers and radio range stations 

natural frequencies until they crack solenoid. This engages and disen- used in aerial navigation will be 

or break under the stress and strain, gages a clutch at the beginning and available to flyers of personal planes 

thus determining their durability end of the time interval, which can with the aid of a miniature radio 

for actual operating conditions. be controlled within accuracy of transmitting set developed by Gen- 

Performed with a pneumatic fa- .005 of dial range. eral Electric. The set weighs only 
tigue-testing machine, the new meth- Even a small solenoid develops two pounds, nine ounces. It uses 

od, which was developed by engi- plenty of energy. The Series “2800” less than one-tenth the power of a 

neers of General Electric, is de- is equipped with a special shock ab- conventional private - plane radio 

clared to be the most rapid method sorber to stop the punch of the transmitter. It has a range of ap- 

of fatigue testing, and it is expected solenoid plunger at the end of its proximately 50 miles over level ter- 
to bring radical changes in that field. throw, and reduce the jarring vibra- rain from an altitude of 5,000 feet. 

Originally developed to test gas- tion. Because of extremely high operat- 

turbine buckets, the device has After several fatigue-resistant al- ing frequencies, the set is relatively 

proved so efficient and adaptable loys failed in flexing tests at the free of climatic interference. 

ch le.rtrti<i~CCS 
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Pipe line... [slr 
CO Frrrrtss—s 

to the Stratosphere | 

Up in a stratosphere plane you’d breathe oxygen 
from a tank...oxygen extracted from liquefied air. 
Processing equipment in which the extraction 
takes place calls for something extraordinary in 
the way of tubing. paper mills, industry is finding that Nicloy tubes 

Ordinary steel tubes get hazardously brittle in answer many tough problems. 
the 315-below-zero temperature the extraction Development of Nicloy tubing is another 
process demands—crack like a crisp carrot. Better, manifestation that, for all its years, B&W has 
safer, tubes were needed. Industry got them— never lost the habit of having new ideas for all 
from B&W — tubes made of new nickel-alloy steels. industries. 
B&W calls these new tubes Nicloys. In refriger- To technical graduates, B&W offers excellent 

ation, in making synthetic rubber, in handling career opportunities in diversified phases of manu- 
natural gas and strongly corrosive crude oils, in facturing, engineering, research, and sales. 

N29 

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX TUBE CO. toner a's x & @ Plants: Beaver Falls, Pa. & Alliance, Ohio. 
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